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INDUCTIVE ELECTRIC FIELDS IN THE MAGNETOTAIL AND THEIR RELATION TO
AURORAL AND SUBSTORM PHENOMENA

R. J. Pellinen and W. j. Heifckila

ABSTRACT

The paper reviews the importance of inductive electric fields in explaining

different magnetospheric and auroral phenomena during noderately and

highly disturbed conditions. Quiet-tine particle energization and temporal

development of the tail structure during the substorm growth phase are

explained by the presence of a large-scale electrostatic field directed

from dawn to dusk over the nagnetotail. Conservation of the first adiabatic

invariant in the neutral sheet with a small value of the gradient in the

magnetic field implies that the longitudinal energy increases at each

crossing of th* neutral sheet. At a certain moment, this may result in a

rapid local ,r *th of the current and in an instability that triggers the

onset. Dur/ v fhe growth phase energy is stored mainly in the magnetic

field, ainiJt ti.e energy density in the electric field is negligible

compared to mat of the magnetic field (ratio 1:10 ) . An analytical model

is descri i '. in which the characteristic observations of a substorm onset

are taken vato account. One major feature is that the triggering is

confined tt a small local time sector. During moderate disturbances, the

induction fvelds in the magnetotail are stronger by at least one order of

magnitude than the average cross-tail field. Temporal development of the

disturbed area results in X- and 0-type neutral lines. Particles near to

these neutral lines are energized to over 1 MeV energies within a few

seconds, due to an effective combination of linear and betatron acceleration.

The rotational property of the induction field promotes energization in a

restricted area with dimensions equivalent to a few Earth's radii. The model

also predicts the existence of highly localized cable-type field-aligned

currents appearing on the eastern and western edges at the expanding auroral
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bulge. It is shown that the predictions agree with satellite observations

and with the data obtained froa the two-dimensional instrument networks

operated in Northern Europe during the International Magnetosphcric Study

(IMS, 1976-79).

l. imouucno».

Thirty year* after the pioneering work of Chapman and Ferraro

(1931) on the formation of th« magnetosphere, Axford and Hints (1961)

and Dungey (1961) proposed two different ideas for transferring solar

wind particles, momentum, and energy into the magnctosphere to produce

auroral phenomena. On the basis of ground based observations Axford

and Binas concluded that magnetospheric plasaa must circulate»

implying that a nagnetospherlc electric field exists in the earth's

frame of reference; they hypothesized that, the solar wind drives

•agnetospheric convection by soae type of viscous-like interaction*

They had little idea as to the relevant process, but simply drew the

name by analogy with hydrodynaaics. In the saae year Dungey (1961)

suggested a different mechanism; he argued that the existence of a

magnetic field 1) in the solar wind and in the nagnetosphere would exert

control over planta transport processes* In particular, a southward

interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) would create a magnetic neutral

line «ith an X-type configuration of field lines completely around the

•agnetopause; an electric field along the dayside and nightside X-

lines in the dawn-to-dusk sense would couple the solar wind flow with

oagnetospherlc convection* Dungey called this process "reconnectlon

of magnetic field lines"* With either of the above processes

(reconnectlon or viscous interaction) the resulting convection into

the inner nagnetosphere would energise the plasaa particles to produce

auroral effects (Axford, 1969). In 1961, when these two fundamental



works ware published, most of the megnetosphere was still unexplored,

measurements of its plasma properties and magnetic fields were almost

non-existent, and there were no measurements at all of magnetospheric

plasma flow or electric fields. We all owe a debt of gratitude to

these authors (Axford, Dungey, and Bines) who displayed great

understanding and imagination In their pioneering work.

These authors, and many persons since that time, based their work

on magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) theory, first introduced by Alfvén (see

Alfvin and Flithammar, 1963). This is a one fluid theory (combining

electrons and Ions together) which treats the plasma as a perfect con-

ductor* It is based on the conservation laws of particles, momentum,

and energy; as such, it would seem to be necessarily correct, an

alternative two-fluid formulation treats electrons and ions as

separate but interacting fluids.

In MHD theory it is usual to eliminate the electric Held £ by

replacing it with - V i B (or a more complicated Ohm's law, where V̂  is

the fluid velocity) and the current £ by V x J6/u0. As Parker (1967)

has noted, for some purposes such as calculation of plasma flow the

electric field and current are "non-essential field quantities", and

their elimination simplifies the problem: "only the field of prin-

cipal interest, the magnetic field, remains*. The dynamics of the

geomagnetic field is reduced to & discussion of the balance of

forces."

However, there is a catch: one must adopt an equation of state.

The choice determines a model for the plasma* The physical content of

the required approximation is that there should be sufficient local!-



sation of the particles in physical space. This is not possible if

particles are able to move substantial distances in a short tlae. In

a coUlslonless plasma, as in the case of the major part of the magne-

tosphcre, this requirement say prove to be a crippling one. Thus

fluid theory, though potentially of great practical use» relies heavily

on the cunning of its user (see Krall and Trivelpiece, 1973, p. 88).

There is a second criticism of IHD theory. In all aagnetospheric

theories the existence of a large-scale electric field plays an

essential role, associated with convection. It is cosnonly held that

MBD theory properly Includes the electric field, whatever its origin.

This is not necessarily true. An electric field, unlike a aagnetic

field, has two sources• MBD lumps these into one, and thus the

question of any possible relation between the two cannot even be

addressed. For example, It is possible for the induction electric

field (the cause) to produce charge separation (the effect). MHD

theory can be used successfully to describe stationary processes where

large-scale collective motions are guided by an existing conservative

E-fleld, provided the length and tine scales satisfy certain criteria

(Krall and Trivelpiece, X973, p. 97). Problems arise when transient

effects have to be treated, requiring the tracing of charged particles

in a region of non-conservative fields (see Helkkila, 1982, for one

example). Substorm phenomena are typically transient, and hence the

use of MHD theory to explain substorm features have net with some

problems (see e.g. Heikkila, 1973 and 1974; Alfven, 1976, 1977;

Heikkiia, 1978, 1982). As pointed out by Beikkila (1978, p. 123) "ic

is difficult to sas how theories in which [the induction electric
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fleld] is not Included could be relevant to suBetona.'*

la order to overcoat each shortcomings, kinetic theory should be

chosen es the bssis for consideration of time-dependent aagnetotail

phenoeens. In the plasma sheet it can be assumed that the particles

to a high degree of approximation mrm collisionless, and interact

only through the electromagnetic fields they produce. We can trace

the notions of charged particles obeying the (relativistic) equation

of notion presented by the Lorentz force in electromagnetic fields*

However, we do run into a very serious problem In solving the complete

Boltxmann equation, as is well known.

Therefore, even before applying kinetic theory it night be best to

use basic laws (such as Newton1a and Maxwell's relations) in an ad hoc

fashion, guided as much as possible by observation, to get a clear

idea of what Is important for the theory. This Is the view that has

been adopted by us in a series of papers over the last five years*

The present paper is largely a review of fourteen papers on aagne-

tospherlc and auroral phenomena published by ehe authors and collabora-

tors during 1977-82. In these papers a simple model for the onset of

substorms Is formulated, and the predictions are tested mainly by

means of ground observations made in Northern Europe during the

International Magnetospheric Study (IMS, 1976-79). This model for

localized substorm development in the magnetotall, based almost

entirely on observations that were available in 1977, Is formulated in

a series of seven papers (Belkkila and Pellinen, 1977; PelUnen, 1978;

Pellinen and Heikkila, 1978a; Pellinen, 1979a; Pellinen, 1979b;

Heikkila et al, 1979; Heikkila, 1981). The theoretical justification
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of the choice of e gauge condition for calculating Induction electric

flelda la presented by Cragln and Heikkila (1981). Presubstorm deve-

lopment and triggering are described In four observational papers

(Untiedt et al, 1978; Pellineo and Heikkila, 1978b; and Pellinen et

al, 1982; Uspeasky et al, 1982). Localized field-aligned currents

appearing at substorm onset are treated In two papers (Opgenoorth et

al., 1980; Bauajohann et al., 1981).

The presentation is organized in the following way» Section 2

covers the essential observations that oust be explained. In Section

3 we summarize elcaentary theory, particularly on the electric field»

trying to avoid the pitfalls of MHD. After that, in Section 4, we

give our ideas of the theory of the quiescent auroral ares, which go

beyond the conventional views, for example as voiced in the Auroral

Arcs conference in Alaska in 1980 (Akasofu and Kan, 1981). A par-

ticular concern is how auroral fading and blackening of the poleward

sky before breakup can be explained; these are phenosena of what wa

call the trigger phase of msgnetospherlc substorms, discussed in

Section 5* The actual onset is discussed in Section 6, where the

Induction field truly coves into its own as a mtdium to draw energy

from the aagnetic field. High energy particles can be produced by a

two step process, essentially a discharge along a neutral line

xollowcd by betatron acceleration (Section 7). Section 8 outlines a

scheme for accomplishing the current diversion to the ionosphere that

has so often been postulated but never explained» Section 9 addresses

the question of numerical modelling* The paper concludes with a

discussion on sone relevant, but still open, questions about our
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anderstandlng of the aagnetospheric

2. OISWWATIOKS

la order to understand the entire subatom mechanisa, obeer-

vstioas have to be aede both in apace and oa the ground. During

th* O S tn« poasibilltles to obtain extensive three-dlaeneional data

aata war* iaproved thanka to tha two-dlaenslonal Instrument oetvorka

and the nav satellites that ware operated. Analysis la still In

progreea, bat sov* nav resulta can already be pointed out. Below we

shall dlacnas these <aad earlier) results as facta that auet be

explained by any comprehensive theory.

2*1 Crouad-basod Observations of Subatora Growth Phaae

Observations aede oa the ground during the International Geophysical

Year (IGY, 1957-58) revealed that auroral break-up, which signifies the

onset of the expansion phase of a magnetospheric subs tons, is a localized

phenomenon occurring close to magnetic aidnight. At earlier tines auroral

arcs wove equatorwards with no significant disturbance in their structure

and luminosity, but perhaps brightening somewhat. The auroral

breakup begin* with a local brightening of an arc» quite often an

equatorward arc. Thie la followed by poleward expansion, and a west-

ward travelling surge produced by energetic electrons, es shown In

Figure 1 published long ago by Montbriand (1971). A little later there

la also an eastward expansion, with evidence of proton precipitation

(Montbriand, 1971; Fukunlshi, 1975; Vallance Jones et al., 1982).

We think that It Is significant that auroral breakup begins near
M

aldnlght as a local phenoaenon, sad travels poleward, if it were
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directly drivan Vy the solar vind It should begin «t the poleward adg*

(at the boundary between open and dosed field lines) and travel

Inward, deeper Into the Magnetosphere.

There has been considerable discussion as to the existence of a

growth phase, first proposed by McPherron (1970). If the substorm

were an Internal phenomenon, such a growth phase would sees to be man-

datory. On the other hand, if the subetorm were directly driven by

the solar wind, as argued by Akasofu (1981), then a growth phase say

not be necessary. Perhaps th* best evidence for the existence of a

growth phase comas from energetic electron (energy W > 30 kaV) preci-

pitation. The development of high-energy precipitation can be observed

by using networks of rlometers, and »-ray detectors carried by

balloons at different points in the observational area. An excellent

study was conducted by Pytte et al.(1976a) who advanced strong argu-

ment* for the existence of a substom growth phase through the iden-

tification of phenomena which occur before and up to the onset of the

expansion phase of the substorm. Their observations can be summarized

as follows:

(1) Prebay precipitation appears first in the northern part of the

auroral zone, and progresses gradually towards lower Lrvslues; this

progression is shown In Figure 2 for a substorm onset occurring over

Ivalo, Finland, on 11 November, 1976 (Pelllnen et al, 1982). The

southward movement proceeds with a speed of roughly 100 to 300 m/s

around local magnetic midnight.

(2) The region of high-energy precipitation is normally narrow In

latitude, perhaps only of the order of 50 km, whereas it m*y extend



for at least 2000 km in the east-vest direction along the auroral

oval.

(3) At high L-values the precipitation ends well before bay

onset, the precipitation lasts until bay onset at a lower L-value is

reached, normally corresponding to the southern part of the auroral

zone, and here merges with the subsequent bay-associated precipita-

tion. Normally there is a drop in precipitation Just before or at

least at the onset of the associated negative magnetic bay; this is

apparent in Fig. 2, especially at Kevo a few minutes before substorm

onset at 2102 ÖT.

In this event, a quiet homogeneous arc and higher energy precipi-

tation region equatorvards of the arc moved southwards during the

growth phase, slowed down and stopped before the onset of the expan-

sion phase at 2102 UT (Fig. 3), in complete agreement with Pytte et

al. (1976a).

The interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) was monitored by IMP-8 for

this substorm; the IMF turned southward at 2027 UT, remained south-

ward until about 2059 UT, after which there was a brief northward

excursion for 2 minutes, as shown at the top of Figure 3.

Magnetometers around the northern hemisphere showed that a two-cell

convection pattern was initiated shortly after 2027 UT, and well

established by 2045 UT. The equivalent current pattern over

Scandinavia and the auroral arc are shown in Figure 4. The current

density of the westward electrojet (deduced from a two-dimensional

network of magnetometers) moves equatorwards during the growth phase

together with the quiet auroral arc, but displaced slightly equator-
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wards fro» it. The half-width showed some tendency to decrease and

the maximum current density to increase, while the total current

reaained relatively constant (see Fig. 7 of Pellinen et al, 1982).

Radar observations add ouch to substora studies, especially with

STARE (Scandinavian Twin Auroral Radar Experiment, Greenwald et al,

1978)* Uspensky et al. (1982) conducted a study during a substorm

growth phase on March 16, 1978, and found that during the tine prior

to a substorra onset the height-integrated Hall conductivity has a

distinct jump across the auroral are. in the eveat studied the con-

ductivity decreased by a factor of 3-5 in going from the equatorward

side of the arc to it3 poleward side. They found that the radar

amplitude changed proportionally to changes in mean electron density

and Hall conductivity* This occurs in regions where the electric

field showed only minor changes. This observation is consistent with

the features In the Nov. 11 events shown in Figures 2 to 4, where the

high energy electron precipitation would produce higher conductivity

south of the arc.

Thus, on the basis of observations, we believe that there is a

growth phase lasting for some tens of minutes before the substorn

onset; conditions are slowly evolving, and all physical features

drift equatorwards slowly at a few kiloseters per minute.

Because of the low latitude of these phenomena on these and other

events w* conclude that these features occur on dosed magnetic field

lines.

2.2 Trigger Phase of a Substorm

Something must happen locally either deep inside the plasma sheet
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or on the flux tube reaching down to the ionosphere, to initiate the

substora expansion* The first indication of something unusual that we

noticed is a slight fading of auroral luminosity occurlng for about

one or two minutes before the expansion. This was first observed in

the all-sky photograph shown in Figure 5 while one of the authors

(WJH) was visiting the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory in Bedford,

Mass (Pellinen and Beikklla, 1978b). The general picture that we have

developed is that the poleward sky clears (as already reported by

Snyder and Akasofu, 1972), and the arc fades or becomes weaker in

Intensity dose to the trigger area (Pellinen and Helkkila, 1978b);

the arc then develops local ray structures. Optical fadings were

reported in the papers of Untiedt et al. (1978), Opgenootth et al*

(1980) and Baumjohann et al. (1981). It is appropriate to call this

interval just before onset the trigger phase of the subston».

A summary of auroral fading based on extensive study of optical

data was given by Pellinen and Heikkila (1978b):

(a) Quiet auroral forms fade briefly in intensity for about 1 or 2

minutes, just before break-up initiated the expansion phase of

a subs t on». At the sane time the poleward sky darkens, which

is usually quite obvious on the original film. The fading is

usually preceded by a brief Intensification of auroral

brightness. In some cases multiple onsets can be detected,

with a sequence of short-duration fadings and inten-

sifications prior to the final break-up.

(b) The fading can be detected best in the electron aurora. There

is some Indication that the proton aurora fades in a similar
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way.

(c) The fading can occur under a variety of conditions: before

and after aldnight, during quiet and active periods» and on

poleward or equatorward auroral arcs.

(d) The subsequent Increase in activity that initiates the expan-

sion phase may take place on the arc that shows the deepest

fade; or it may occur on another arc, often a new arc

appearing either polewards or equatorvards of the fading arc

(as In Fig» 5) where a new arc was formed south of the fading

arc (which also brightened).

(e) Frequently it is clear that an aurora fades on the spot; at

other times there are indications that the fade travels ahead

of the surge, either eastwards or westwards.

(f) The geographical area in which fading is noted simultaneously,

or nearly so, can be as small as a few hundred kilometers.

in the data presented by Pellinen et al. (1982) fading was observed in

only the balloon X-rays (see Figure 6). In fact weakening of precipitation

in higher energy ranges seems to be a commonly observed phenomena (e.g.

Fytte et al., 1976a; Ullaland et al., 1981; T. Rosenberg, University of

Maryland, private communication). Hence, in looking for changes in par-

ticle precipitation during this phase one should first look into the harder

component fluxes, i.e., the electrons over 25 keV.

Fading of radar aurora has been observed to precede substor» onset

(Pellinen and Heikkila, 1978b; Starkov et al, 1979). This seems natural if

we accept the view presented by Uspensky et al. (1982) that behaviour of

auroral backseatter during the substora growth phase is mainly controlled

by variations in ionospheric (Hall) conductivity in the backseatcer region.
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Th* multiple-onset substorn discussed by Baumjohann et al. (1981) (see

also Section 9) gives txaaples of several subsequent auroral acti-

vations separated fro* each other by fadings. These auroral fadings were

associated with a distinct decrease of equivalent current approximately in

the save region (Fig. 7). The decrease of current strength oust have been

caused by a drop in the ionospheric conductivity, because the electric

field recorded by the STARE was observed to remain approximately

constant* These observations support the conclusion presented above,

naaely that before an auroral break-up the flux of energetic particles

(which cause pre-break-up arcs, and diffuse aurora, riometer absorption,

and enhanced ionospheric conductivity) decreases significantly before

growing strongly during the onset.

There is still another feature that has not been reported before.

Often there are some weak auroral patches or arcs poleward of the breakup

arc; a movie film (made of all-sky films recorded in Finland on 27 and 30

January 1979) shown at the third IMS workshop at Skokloster, Sweden,

September 3-7, 1979, demonstrated that these weak poleward patches were

convecting rapidly southward toward the breakup arc just before the onset.

Small details such as this (and fading) have been of great value for us in

deciding on physical mechanisms.

2-3 Ground-based Observations of Onset-Related Field-Aligned Currents

The usual method of presenting currents from magnetometer data is in

the form of total equivalent current vectors (TEC), derived by turning the

horizontal magnetic disturbance vectors clockwise through 90°. The vertical

component is usually indicated by different symbols for negative and positive

variations, or by isolines.

The need to differentiate between quiet-time current-systems and



substorm-connected ones, as well as the need to recognise the characteristic,

of changes in an existing current-system, nade the use of so-called dif-

ferential equivalent current vectors (DEC) necessary. The basic idea of

this raathod is the assumption that a current systea observed at a time t^

stays constant until a time t2» while an additional current systers deve-

lops during the same fciiae interval. The final result is naturally very

ouch dependent on a reasonable choice of the times t\ and t2»

and »hence, DEC-vsctors have to be in-erpr-Jted v5th care. In racst

cases other data (e.g. optical observations) allow restriction of the

various possible causes of a certain psttera. the idea of splitting thff

total magnetic disturbance Oeid w*s first introduced in th«» analysis of

magnetic-latitude profiles by K.i.5abeth and Rosteer (1973) to study the

small scale magnetic erfect<? connected with auroral loops .ind surges. It

was later applied by Onti"dt nt &1. (1978) to data from a two-dimensional

magnetometer array, and has shewn its power in separating transient local

phenomena from the more widespread global magnetic disturbances.

Opgeooorth et al. (1980) reported observations of a. aroderate substora

that occurred on ?. March 1978 with the onset at 2222:40 UT over the

western part of Northern ScAndinavia. DEC analysis was used to get an

idea about the current system that was directly related to the break-up.

The onset current system was switched on at the moment of auroral break-up

and seemed to be fully developed at 2225:20 DT when the aurora reached its

first maximum in northward expansion and increase of brightness. The

resulting DEC-vectors in Fig. 8 a show in the western part a distinct U-
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shaped equivalent current loop around the location of initial auroral

intensification. The aen9e of rotation in this loop vas counterclockwise

with growing negative 2-variationa towerds its center. In the northeastern

part of the picture there was another equivalent current loop with a clock-

wise sense of rotation. Correspondingly here the enclosed Z-variation was

positive.

Considering the excellent temporal and spatial correlation between

auroras and magnetic field variations as described above there must be a

connection between the obviously local decrease of she intense discrete

aurora to the east (mapped in I ig. 8J) ami the vuain development of the

clockwise equivalent current loop. Vice versa, there seen» to exist a

causal relationship between the counterclockwise equivalent current loop

and the auroral breakup to the west.

The two oppositely directed equivalent-loops clearly coexisted during

the whole 3-4 min. after the substons onset. Thus it seeas reasonable to

consider both features as being connected with the auroral breakup and the

ground signatures of the three-dimensional magnetospherlc substora onset

current system.

Unfortunately the observation field of the STABE-radar does not reach

far enough to the south to cover the entire area where the auroral breakup

took place. However, in the recordings at 2225:20 UT (shown in Figure 9)

there sees* to be some evidence for a clockwise curvature in the irregu-

larity drift-direction at the position where we observe the northern part

of the counterclockwise equivalent current loop. Also, corresponding to

the clockwise equivalent current loop there is a counterclockwise irregu-

larity drift at the same location. This drift pattern would be produced by



downward current depositing positive charge to the east, and upward current

leaving negative charge to the weat, exactly as ispliad by the angnetoiaeter

data. This may explain the decrease la auroral luminosity to the east,

since protons are not as efficient a 'oeasvj of excitation as electrons; if the

downward current was carried by upward flowing ionospheric electrons the ŝ cie

conclusion holrts.

The results by Opgenoorth et al (1980) show that the extent of the

IMS-network of stations in Scandinavia ia close to the scale «ji«« of

substcrm onset phenomena. This ar^Jiarnt has been confirmed lu other

studies. Fig. Ob (and also Section 8 and 9 below) gives naothet example pre-

sented by Baumjohann et al. (1961). The sane pattern cf differential

equivalent currents as presented by Opgenoorth ec al. (I960) is repeated

there. At 90 seconds after the onset at 2113:30 IT the aurora reached its

first expansioe peak (see the all-sky picture from Muonio in the lower

right corner), The DEC veccors on the westera Norwegian c0,i9t show a

distinct counterclockwise U-shaptid loop fnegatJ-ve 2 growing towards the

center is not exhibited) around the observed center of initial auroral

intensification. Th« circular clockwise DSC loop began to fora simulta-

neously with the U-shaped loop, but developed slower. Most of Its develop-

aent seems to have occurred between 90 s and'210 s aftar the oowet (Fig. So).

Thus, the substorn» onset currents can be modelled a« c&ble-type ör filament

Birkiland currents (Sections 8 and 9, sea also Rob&rt et al., 1982) where the

current centers are separated some 500-1000 km from each other.

2.4 Ground-based Obatrvaiiona of Subatorg Expansion

Sub«torm onset-related phenomena can be covered by networks in the

Scandinavian sector. In order to study the full expansion development »ore

extensive networks are needed. Hopefully s-roe satellite», especially the

Dynamics Explorer 1 launched in 1981, will give & morr; global view of the:



expansion sequence.

From soste earlier studies ve get th* following picture of the develop-

aeot of substona expansive phase. Break-up begins with aa explosive growth

of auroral brightness and a rapid poleward movement of the auroral forns

(see e.g. Akasofu, 1963). The disturbance spreads In all directions. A

surge moves fairly quickly (few km/s) westwards aa it expands (Akasofu et

al, 1965). The eastward propagation often involves wavy structures called

ft bands (Akasofu, 1974). Pulsating patches on the aorning side of the

oval appear equatorwards of thi Q band. The expansion phase is followed

by a recovery phase, during which the auroras calm down and return to their

original quiet tine condition.

In some recent studies the Scandinavian IMS data have been used to

study substcrm expansion in the evening sector (Yahnin et al., 1982;

Opgenoorth et al., 1982). The following results are interesting for our

further discussion.

At substorm onset auroral luminosity propagates with high speed along

the preexisting growth-phase arc. In Yshnin et al. (1982) this structure,

which is a precursor of the westward travelling surge (WTS), was named the

"auroral horn." The altitude of the horn is not changing considerably from

the growth-phase arc indicating that the brightening is mainly due to an

enhancement in the particle flux, and not so much due to a such more effec-

tive energization of auroral particles.

The leading edge of the WTS is the center of upward field-aligned current

tube. Auroral altitudes in this region are lower than in the

surrounding areaj The most luminous auroral structures appear in this

region. Opgenoorth et al. (1982) have shown that the upward-flowing
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Birkeland current propagates with the WTS keeping its cable-like form

instead of forming an elongated current sheer, expanding Croat the central

aeridian along with the surge.

2.5 Satellite Observations of Subatora Dynamics

Both single and multiple satellite observations have been used to form,

piece by piece, a statistical picture of what goes on in the magnetotail

before and at the onset of the expansion phaae. Even if our understanding

of the magnetotail dynamics is not yet complete, the following features

have been fairly well established.

The start of the reduction of tail flux content coincides, within a few

minutes, with the first signs of a low-latitude magnetic positive bay

observed on the ground in the midnight sector (Nishlda and Kagayama, 1973;

Caan et al, 1973). Multiple onsets, too, have been found to be associated

with a stepwise release of energy from the magnstotall (Pytte et al.,

1976b; McPherron, 1979), Often the first signs (e.g. brief auroral

activations) of an onset are only precursors of the substorm.

Many researchers believe that the onset is triggered within the near-

earth plasma sheet (Pytte, 1976. for rtviev). They may be biased by the

fact that the observations made close to thg geosynchronous orbit (6*6 R£

from the earth) have been more numerous up r*o sow than those recorded in

the far tail (sa** 30 Rg or more from the earth). Furthermore, large

substonas nay be triggered closer to the earth than mealier ones. The main

conclusion drawn from the various observations is tnat there seems to be a

critical distance of 15 Rg down the tail separating the plasma sheet into

two regions according to Its behaviour during substorms. Earthwards of

that boundary the plasma sheet thine before the onset, and recovers
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rapidly during Its expansion phase, while farther out the plasma sheet

•tarts to thin at the expansion phase onset.

The thinning of the plasma sheet at a radial distance of 17 Rg is one

of the best documented signs of the start of the expansion phase. Inside

tha thinned plasaa sheet, plasma flows tail varda with a velocity of several

hundred km/s (Bones et al., 1974). A few minutes after the onset of the

substona is observed oc the ground, the magnetic field component BJJ of the

low latitude tall field turns from north to south (Hishida and Nagayaau»,

1973)* Simultaneously the field closer to the earth stays northwards and

increases sharply.

Impulsive bursts of energetic particles at the onset of the expansive

phase of a substorm have been reported since 1965 (Anderson, 1965). Here

we will not review the extensive literature on the subject (for a more

detailed treatment see the review by Krinigis and Sarris, 1979), but will

discuss only the publications of interest for the presentation that

follows.

Pennell (1970) reported that bursts of energetic protons (>0.32 MeV)

occurred at lunar distance In the magnetotaii during intense aagnetospheric

eubstonns. His view was that the bursts appeared more frequently in the

evening sector of the magnetotaii than in the aorning sector. Sarris et

al. (1976a), Hones et al. (1976), and Carbary and Krimigis (1979) observed

that intense proton fluxes usually have a component of flow towards the

dusk, side of the magnetoral1 as wall as towards or away from tha earth«

Bellan et al. (1981) characterized the energized protons flowing sunward

near synchronous orbit as "drift echoes" and those flowing antisunvard in

the magnetotaii as "impulsive" bursts. Electrons of about 50 keV display a
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similar but opposite asymmetry to energetic protons (e.g. Montgomery, j

Meng, 1971), though higher-energy electrons (0.22 to 2.5 HeV) display no

asynaetry whatever (Sarrls at al. 1976*). All these particle fluxes were

observed within the plasma sheet.

Several papers deal Kith the location and size of the source region.

Carbary and Kritnigls (1979) found that the acceleration tagion is localized

and small, and that the effects will b« seed only t£ cha observing space-

craft happens to be magnetically connected Co such a region, Ssrris et

al (1976b) concluded from awltl-sp3terr*ft proton ohstrvatioos that the

length of the source region aiot±g th.» x axis was 300 to 2,400 lea ana that

It moved at speeds of 30 to SO km/s or more along the tail. The location

of the source was beyond 33 % ia the magnetotail,. and the source produced

energies over 1.85 MeV in a locilistid region.

In the above examples no persuasive evidence for aa X-fcype neutral line

was found in association with the source. This contradicts the obser-

vations reported by Xerasawa and Kishlda (1976), *rho concluded that relati-

vlstlc electron burses (0.3. d . Q MeV) probably occur at the time of the

southward turn of the local ]»£, i. e. near a magnetic neutral line in the

magnetotail.

The asscclatioo of the local neutral-line structure with particle

bursts has partly satisfied researchers who try to explain all particle

energization during auroral substorm by "enhanced reconnectlon." Terasawa

and Nlshida (1976) point out that the conventional explanation of accelera-

tion along the neutral- line Is in trouble unless there is an induction

field of 80 tnV/m along the X-line over a distance of '.Rg. This is too high

in magnitude for typical aagnetotail conditions, as pointed out by Pellinen
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and Heikkila (1978.).

Kirsch et al. (1977) report large transient anisotropic fluxes of high-

energy particles along the nagnetotail (Wp> 0.39 MeV, We> 0.22 MeV). The

anisotropies were 30:1 for protons and 5:1 for electrons when the electrons

propagated tailwards and the protons earthwards. The local atagnetic field

changed by about 15 nX during the one minute in which the enhanced fluxes

were observed. After a detailed analysis they conclude that this provides

indirect evidence for a short-duration DC electric field or a localized

inductive electric field which accelerates protons and electrons in oppo-

site directions by up to 1 MeV in 20-40 seconds.

Kirsch et al. (1977) end their paper with a summary of the conditions

for theoretical models of trauaient electric fields in the magnetotail:

"(a) Electrons and protons must be given hundreds of keV of energy in a

few seconds»

(b) The process oust allow for oppositely directed proton and electron

anisotropies."

In a more extensive study of Kirsch et al. (1981) the existence of flux

anisotropies was confirmed. Fro» the temporal delays between the

appearance of protons and particles in different energy ranges it was

concluded that the acceleration mechanism is charge dependent and capable of

energizing particles up to - 1 MeV/charge.

Actually Kirsch et al.'s observations (1977) could be expected in view

of Che ground observations reported by several authors between 1969 and

1975. Even though the energy ranges are quite different, separation in
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the proton and electron precipitation regions has been observed during the

expansive phas- of substoras. Akasofu et al. (1969) and Montbrland (1971)

found that Hg emission is absent In the UTS (westward travelling surge)

that appears on the evening side after auroral break-up. Oguti (1973),

Fukunishi (1975), andVallance Jones et al. 0982) demonstrated that, in the toorni.;g

sector, both the diffuse (elsetron) aurora and the proton aurora overlap

during quiet times, but the proton aurora lies polewards of the electron

aurora during a substorn. According to Fukunishi, there is a aechanism

accelerating electrons In the pre-midnight region and protons in the post-

nidnight region along the geomagnetic field lines down to the ionosphere.

Equatorward& of these regions are areas of diffuse proton (dusk) and

electron (dawn) precipitation. The relationship of these regions with

field-aligned currents during onsets will be discussed In Section 8.

3. BASIC THEORY

3.1 electric Plelds

All vector fields in three dimensions are uniquely defined if their

divergence and curl are specified, and if these as well as the vector

Itself vanish at Infinity; this is known as Reloholtz* theorem. Consider

the vector field _V (xf y, z) such that

V . £ - s (3.1)

7 x 7 - C (3.2)

The lnhomogeaous teres on the right hand sides are mathematically known as

the sources of the vector field V; If both sources at.' zero everywhere tne

vector field itself vanishes.
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Thus, the magnetic field has only one source, since V . jl » 0; the

source is a current density defining the curl of %. However, the electric

field has two types of sources- One is charge distribution, as specified

by Gauss's law V.E»p/eo.The other source is a change in the magnetic field

given by Faraday13 law, VxE*—ag/öt. Both the sources of the electric field

can be independent quantities; in fact, cv. can take the view that all the

physics is contained in the properties of tinea*, sorrels» Thus, it makes

good sense ooth mathematically and physically to divide the electric field

into two parts,

..£. £. .'_ (3.3)

with the definitions

v ' l c s - ?/co (3.A)

V * i C S - 0 (3.5)

which ia the usual definition of the electrostatic field, and

v • E - 0 (3.6)

? x E i n ' ! - -3B/3t (3.7)

which is the induction electric field, without ,?ny contribution by charge

separation.

At stated already in Section 1, it is our view that a serious short-

coming of MHD theory is that these two types of electric field are lumped

into one, thereby denying any discussion of the mathematically and physi-

cally distinct sources. When there is no dissipation perhaps this is

excusable, but when there is dissipation, however small, one oust look for

cause and effect relationshipa to underst-atid cbe physics.



One can also discuss the fields in teras of potential functions, the

scalar potential * and the vector potential_A. Is order to do that oae

•ust choose a gauge condition. The choice of the Lorentz gauge is par-

ticularly useful for formal calculations since then the potential functions

are Lorentz Invariant* However, in any given frame ef reference the Coulomb gauge

(defined by V-A-O) divides the field into the two parts, equations 3.4

to 3.7.

This gauge is not Lorentz invariant; the reason is that the charge

distribution depends on the frame of reference, even at low velocities.

Hence one snst be very clear as to the proper choice of frame of

reference. With the Coulomb gauge we have

E c s = -V* (3.8)

E i n a - -3A/3t (3.9)

where

A - |i / / / (=*} dT

and (3-10)

where the square bracket Indicates retarded solutions, and where J[t is

the sclenoidal ,art of the current with v".Jj.» o; for noat. purposes this

is the significant parr since the Irrotational part governed by eq. 3.4

is at least six orders of magnitude smaller.

3.2 Response of a Plasma to an Induction Field

The response of a reol plasma to an induction field in three dimensions

ha» not been discussed extensively. Here we shall review the main results of

the papers by Heikkila and Peilinen (1977;, Pellinen (1979a), Heikkila et al.

C1979), and Cragin and Heikkiia (1981).

If charged particles could be totally disregarded as contributing to

the electric field, the inductive electric field JElnd could be calculated

from th« change of the cutrent density distribution £ by using equation 3.9
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together with the definition of the vector potential A (eq. 3.10)

When charged particles (ions and electrons) are introduced into the

system, their differential motions may create a charge polarization field,

which is irrotational given by equation 3.8. When added to the "pure"

induction field we have for the total field

3A
l"J£ - '• (3.11)

The potential •, and thus the real electric field E% are difficult to

calculate because

(a) The plasaa responds on aaiy different time scales (electron

plasma period, electron gyro period, election bounce period, the

corresponding leu periods, Alfven wave resonance tines, etc.)

(b) The potential depends very sensitively on the actual differential

displacements of positive and negative particles. In the pJasroa sheet,

a relative charge Inbalance of 1CT11-* over any substantial part of

Ita volume would be enough to generate electric fields of a

strength comparable tc tha pore inductive tieid (equation 3.9)«.

Regardless of the complexities involved in calculating the real electric

field, we can distinguish the following Important features:

(a) Polarized and induced electric fields are topologically different;

an electrostatic field has a vanishing line integral around every

closed contour, »o it cannot affect the electromotive force of the

Induced electric field, i.e.

rffc-dl, =• ̂ (Eind+EC8).dl_ - 6lind'Al + ÄJC*»dl - # - + 0 (3.12)

M
where $ is the total magnetic flux enclosed by the contour.
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Whatever the distribution of the secondary field E 0 8 is, the

resultant field oust remain finite and large enough to oake the

line integral finite and equal to - H _ .

(b) There will be an induction electric field in the plasma wherever

the magnetic field changes; its source Is not entirely local» but

is weighted by the inverse dependence on distance in the defini-

tion for k» With the complex geometry of any real magnetic field,

this induction electric field will In general have components both

perpendicular and parallel to the maguetic field at every point in

space.

(c) The effect of E*jn<i must be to polarize the plasma along the magne-

tic field, so as to reduce the total parallel field. Thus, to say

that Euis zero (or small) is not to say that everything is

quiescent. The plasma will continually adjust its charge density

In response to the changing induction electric field. One could

think of this situation as dynamic equilibrium, and uot static.

The charge will be mainly carried by the electrons because of

their mobility, but even electron mobility is not infinite.

Transit time effects, and various Instabilities, are bound to

occur.

(d) If the polarization of charges leads to suppression of the

magnetic-field aligned electric field component E,, , the require-

ment on the line Integral around an arbitrary contour mentioned

above in point (a) implies that the transverse component EA is

enhanced instead.

(e) When the net Eft becomes small (E,, - E 1 ^ + ESP -*• 0) the transverse
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electric field Hx- E
i2 d + &£ in the ionosphere and in the nagne-

totail nay be in opposite senses, to provide a net circulation, in

agreement with Eq. 3.12. For example, when d$M /dt <0 we

night have a westward electric field on the night side at low alti-

tudes (in apparent agreement with a dawn-dusk magnetotail electric field),

while at greater distances in the magnetotail along the sane

magnetic field lines there would be a dusk-dawn electric field.

Even if some unknown electrostatic field of external origin (such

as the cross-tail field) Is added, th«t transverse electric field

can varv In both magnitude and direction along magnetic lines.

Thus, with an induction electric field we cannot map electric

fields fron one region in the magnetotail to another.

Although the term "induced electric field" appears in nany articles on

nagnetospheric physics, the fact that it has a curl aed its relation to

irrotational fields has not been rxplicitftly noted in the magtv:tospheric

literature previous to the article by Heiludla and Pellinen (1977).

3.3 Energy Trans-fer

The energy of charged particles e*n be Increased only by seans of

electric fields, d.c. or a.c; this enerry can *v» rnr'IrtrihiLcui among the

particles by collisions or wave-particle interactions. (In tha »asne-

toaphere the former aechanisa is DOT. .iapcrtant.) the specific mechanisms

that dominate the energization of psrticle3 zay be different in different

phases of auroral development. In any phase, Poyiiting's theorem can be

used to elucidate the exchange of energy between tha electromagnetic field
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and the k i n e t i c energy of p a r t i c l e s (Heikkiia and P e l l i n e n , 1977; Heikki la

e t a l . , 1979; Senwnov and Sergeev, 1981).

1 "<?B 3E B
/ / / E - J d T - -SIH— - 3 ~ + ?cH • v=) d i - / £ ( E x -~-; - ds

T — T uo »L — dt — yc
B2

 d E 0 E 2 fl "
dt zpa ax. i. — Uo

The left hand tent Indicates the total rate of transfer of energy given to

the charged particles by the electric field. (The work done on a charged

particle is qj-̂ .v.» a^d the summation Z qv_ over all particles i3, by defini-

tion, the electric current.) This energy can come from (or go to,

depending on the sign) the terata on the right band side. Tho3e describe,

respectively, the rate of change of magnetic energy, the rate of change of

electric energy and the Poynttng flux through the bounding surface. (As

usual, the surface unit vector is pcsitive outward:).)

While it is only the electric field that can energize the charged par-

ticles the energy density residing in the electric field is negligible com-

pared to that la the magnetic field. For exanple, a magnetic field of 10

nT has an energy density of 4 i 10~11Jm"'3(-7.OO MeVm~3) while an electric

field of 1 mVtrT* has? an energy density of only 4 x lO^^^Jm"^ (« 20 eVm"^).

Thus the induction electric field essentially nets a» an intermediary in the

transfer of energy. We should also note that the firat two terns on the right

hand side in (3.1.1) also Include the energy residing in waves. For any wave

fields, except in the ULF range, the ras amplitudes so far observed (Shawhan,

1.979) or reasonably expected to exist are small enough for the contribution to

the energy density to be negligible*

At. quiet tiaes and durii.g most of the giovth phase of a substorm, the

electric field is essentially static in nature> and we can neglect the Kime

dependence. Hence only the Poyoting f.'ivx tern Li\ Eq, (3.13) .13 effective



during quiet periods, which implies that the energy ror the auroral par-

ticles enters the magnetoaphere frost outside.

During stora conditions the tine dependent terms in Kq. 3.13

differ from zero. The source term --nä/31 gives the induced electric

field by Faraday's law. Even in moderate substorms, the strength of the

Induced electric field sometimes exceeds the average strength of the

cross-tail electrostatic field by mere than a power of ten (Pellinen,

1978, 1979a). Thus we can safely neglect the effect of Poyatiag's flux

under the conditions prevailing during a aubstovm.

4. ENERGIZATION OF AMORAL PARTICLES TO PRODUCE QUIESCENT AURORAL FORMS

Auroral phenomena can be divided into i:wo main categories: quiet-

time auroral arcs, and active auroral fortas of the type encountered

during a subs tona. By quiet-time aurora we iuean the botogwneous arc

on the evening and night side oir the auroral oval» and the diffuse

glow appearing equatorwards of it. These forms move equatorwards in

the course of the evening and, depending {at least partly) cm the IMF

conditions (Coroniti 3nd Kennel, 1972), the auroras oc;casiooaily

undergo a growth phase which ends in auroral break-up.

There now seews little doubt that a component of the electric,

field parallel to the» s^gnetix field lines occurs ahov« discrete auror.-O. arc

(see Akasofu* Kan, 1981). In a plasma this I',,, ii- d.-pt-naent uponÖ strong upwraci

current. This h.sa lud to the conauanly accepted vi<w that 'Th«t aurora

results from an electrical discharge which is powered by the solar

wiad-magnetosphere dvnanso" (Akaaofu, 1931). In what appear» to be an

alternative statement, Kan (1982) has said that "The discrete auroras

are manifestations of the imperfect coupling state due to enhanced
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magnetosphere- ionosphere interactions*"

However, a number of difficulties exist with this rather

siaplistic view. We list a fev as follows:

1. Khar causes the field aligned current in the first place, that

seens to be a necessity condition for the creation of E»?

2. How can electron and positive ion precipitation sometimes occur

In the sane location at the same tine, with both showing signs

of field aligned acceleration? (Hultqvist et al., 1971; Bryant

et al-, 1977}

3. How can field sllgnznent occur over a very large energy range,

sometimes with no anharicemeat near, the characteristic peak In

the energy spectrum(Vhaien and Daly, 1979 j Bryant, 1981)

'*, Row can there b« a decrease tc the fl'jjc of precipitating

electrons ovex a vida energy range f 1 to 50 ke'7), just before

auroral breakup, to cause auroral fading and other concurrent

phenomena (Pellinen and Heikk.il,-?, i97Sb)

We suggest that plasma sheet processes plsy an essential role in

the formation of auroral arc». Not uutil we understand these can we claim

to have a united view of the creation of auroral arcs.

The first point to notica is that thert is disnipatior. of electro-

magnetic energy in the plasma sheet at all times. The magnecotall

structure is maintained by a crossfcail current approscjostely 30 aiA/sa.

Both observations of particle drift, notions on closed magnetic field

line» (De Forest end Mcllwain, 1971; Mcllwain, 1974) and direct

electric field measurements on GEOS-1 and ISEE-1 (Mozer et al, 1978;

Pedersen ana Grard, 7973) show that: the average potential drop over
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the plasma sheet is about 50 kV (the extremes are 5 kV and 200 kV).

With typical dimensions of the plasaia sheet these values of current

and voltage correspond to a total power of about 1012 W in the plasm*

sheet (Heikkila et al., 1979).

This dissipation in the collisionleas plasma in. the oagnetotail is

in the form of particle energization. The nriober of parti:lea

supplied to oaintain the global quietr-tiae auroral piscipitation ha.a

been estimated by Hill (1974) to In about 10 2 6 a"1. With 1 0 ^ par-

ticles to share 10 1 2 w, an average energization oi the order 25 keV

per particle is implied- This corresponds to a aotion about halfway

across the magnetotai}., to get this much energy from the electric

field.

With the assumption that plasma sheet particles are essentially

collisionless it follows that orbit theory can be used, with conser-

vation of the aiiabrttic. invariants, at least to first order. When the

first invariant is conserved, the mirror point of a particle which

gains energy vill be lowered (in terms of .tjaocantrle distance), as can

be shown very easily (this invariant is the transverse energy divided

by the magnetic field strength). Assume that the particle at two dif-

ferent times has energieä W*- and Vp-, with

W2

At the mirror points this energy is entirely in the transverse coia-

ponent, by definition, so that
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v| > yl at mirror points

Thea conservation of the invariant implies that

Thus the magnetic field B^ at the mirror point must increase in accor-

dance with the relation
2 W2 1
» wl »

The geomagnetic field strength at constant geocentric distance decreases

with decreasing latitude so that the mirror point will be lowered quite

rapidly with plasaa convection toward lower L-shells (Dungey, 1963).

This statement is true for any energization process whatever, as long as

the first invariant is conserved in that process, even for betatron

acceleration despite the fact the energization is mostly transverse.

This would see» to be almost a trivial fact, yet its significance

has been overlooked. To quote one single example, Swift (1981) in a

review of mechanisms for auroral precipitation concluded that "The dif-

fuse aurora, likely caused by proton and electron precipitation, is

the result of pitch angle scattering by electrostatic cyclotron

waves." Since (1) there is particle energization in the magnetotsll at

all times; (2) there are particles with mirror points already at low

altitudes; and (3) these mirror points oust cone down by any energiza-

tion process if the first invariant is conserved, there will always be

precipitation. These definite statements are consistent with the fact

that auroras occur at all times, even in very quiet times (see Meng,

1981).
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Of course, if, la addition, there I» pitch angle scattering this

will enhance any precipitation. However, pitch angle scattering is

not necessary to canae precipitation.

In the past, energization of plasma sheet particles has generally

been takes to aeaa adiahatlc compression, using the concept of moving

aagnetlc field lines (Axford, 1969). Particles with 9CC pitch angles in
0

the equatorial plane are thought to be compressed aa they move inward;

this is coamonly called betatron acceleration. Particles which have a

large component of velocity along magnetic field lines undergo longitu-

dinal compression, thought to he associated with conservation of the

second invariant; this is the so-called Feral acceleration process.

An alternative way (and the store fuadasantal) is to do orbit calcu-

lations on individual particles. Collisionless particle» ia the plasma

sheet undergo the following three large-scale (guiding center) drift

movements (e.g. Hlnes, 1963; Nbrthop, 1963; Roederer, 1970; Pellinen,

1979b; Beikkila, 1961).
E x B

Electric drift, *_. - -~T— (4.1)
"** B2

where ft is the dawn~to dusk transverse electric field, And 8 the local

magnetic-field vector. -
W sin ot(B x VB)

Gradient drift, Vg » Z~~~~— (4.2)
qB

where W is the kinetic energy of the particle, a th« pitch angle, and

q the particle charge. The transverse kinetic energy is \m W sin2o .

M Ä 2Wcos2a(B x R) #1 „.
Curvature drift, v « - ~ (4.3)

where R is the radius of curvature from the field line to the centre

of curvature. The longitudinal kinetic energy is Wu- W ^



The total drift velocity i s ^ - v g + v g + v p (4.4)

Since vjg la perpendicular to E;, the energy of charged particles

cannot be changed directly by their •ovesent la the direction of 5 .

Gradient and curvetare drifts depend on the charge, energy, and

pitch angle of the particles. Positive particles In the eagnetosphere

drift westwards, negative particles eastwards» In the aagnetotail

these notions carry a westward current; as this Is la the direction of

the electric field» there smet be a net transfer of energy specified

by £ • £, which was evaluated above.

Bines (1963) has considered the equivalence of Che two toe t hods,

the fluid treatment and the orbit theory. He finds good consistency

with regards to betatron acceleration, although the apparent physical

interpretation is quits different in the two approaches' As one

exaatple, with MHD only Vg is important, whereas in the particle

approach v^ is the relevant quantity. This alone should be a warning

on the use of MHD theory. On Fermi acceleration» he has concluded that

although the second invariant may be preserved in longitudinal

compression on a differential scale, this might not be true on an

Integral scale. A siailar situation exists with infinitesimal and

finite rotations in mechanic*. In any case, as he recalJs, MHD theory

is only approximate, and it nust be based on particle orbit theory.

It is the net drift over one bounce period that Is important, not

curvature drift or gradient drift by itself. In certain types of

field geoaetry it is possible to have zero integrated drift, since

curvature drift at the equatorial crossing is opposed by gradient drift

es the particles go into stronger magnetic field in the lobes (Stern
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and Palmadesso, 1975; Covley, 1978). The geometries used by these

authors were basically one-diaenalonal with no gradient toward the

earth» and hence the results obtained have only academic interest to

the production of auroras. With no dependence along the »-direction,

there can be no compression, and hence no energization, to use the

fluid approach» With orbit theory, the existence of Integral drift

notions in the aagnetoephere can be demonstrated by the ring current

which is mainly produced by gradient and curvature drifting of par-

ticles around SO keV. What goes on in the plasaa sheet is Just a

simple extension of the ring current processes. Even in a dipole

field, curvature drift is nore Important for particles mirroring at

low altitudes; when the magnetic field has a tail-like geometry, cur-

vature drift should be enhanced even acre.

The Magnetic gradient VB is the dominant factor In the near magneto-

tail where t is large, and hence the curvature drift negligible.

Particles with large pitch angles (sin a «v 1) gain energy most effec-

tively in this region. Thus the equatorward part of

the quiet-tine auroral oval is covered by a diffuse aurora, noting that

betatron acceleration is accompanied by precipitation» Particles that

produce high latitude arcs have snail equatorial pitch angles in the

distant plasma sheet* These particles must therefore be accelerated by

curvature drift in the far tail, where R is small, VB negligible, and

cos2a is large.

Thus it is entirely natural that there should be two different

kinds of auroras, discrete arcs and the diffuse glow, because of the

two terms in the drift velocity to cause energization, Vg and v_f M
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already stated by Heikkile (1974, p. 2499). I

If ve assume that the energization process by curvature drift is

adiabatic (i.e. the magnetic moment remains constant la the guiding

center system of the pertide), the Increase in the total kinetic

energy of the pert i d e has to go directly to its longitudinal com-

ponent «,, (see Heikkila, 1981). Particles that are trapped on closed

field lines will pass the acceleration region several times on each

bounce, and each time they receive more longitudinal energy and their

pitch angles decrease; the mirror points of the particles descend

rapidly. Hence curvature drift in the presence of the transverse

electric field provides a mechanism that feeds particles continuously •
$

and rapidly into the loss cone. I

It is also interesting to note that a purely transverse electric

field can cause longitudinal (or parallel) acceleration. The main dif- I

ference between energization by magnetlc-field-alignea electric fields

and transverse energization by curvature drift Is that the former produ-

ce» clear electron and proton anisotropies» while the latter does not.
i

Since we are asinly Interested Is the affects to be seen on sharp I

auroral arcs, we should study the curvature energization in greater

detail» The radius of an arbitrary smooth curve,
J y - a (t« V)jt , (*»5)

where t is a unit vector tangent to the curve. Here we can set £ as

B/B, and using standard vector-analysis equations we obtain

g x <7 x ») • i
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Tta», 3; """W r IT— * ^ | *J (4.7)
A» stated above VB ii negligible ia the far-tail neutral sheet, so we

can drop the second ten in equation (4.7). Aa the local currents la

the far tall affect j», we can write 7 x B - Ujj, where J is the

resultant of the local currents. Hence

2c "fl» Ef *<y0J*l))
(4.8)

» (J - J,,] 2 W

where J is the current transverse to S, i.e., the cross-tall current.

Equation (4.8) shows that the curvature drift is directly proportional

to the local cross-tail current density, so it can be written In the

form

where the summation 1 is over all the different types of particles.

From Eq. (4.9) it can be seen that Jg - ^ if the longitudinal energy

density is in balance with che energy density of the local magnetic

field. If the particle currents are equal to or less than i± the

system renalns stable. If the particle currents exceed Ji (i.e., the

longitudinal energy density of the plasma exceeds the magnetic energy

density) a current-type instability, called Firehose instability, sets

in (e.g. Schmidt, 1966, p. 249).

A quiet auroral arc has, typically, a narrow sheet structure which

extends over a wide longitudinal sector. To explain the auroral arc

structure Beikklla (1981) nodlfied the model presented above by intro-

ducing a filamentary current, or current sheet pinch (Fig. 10) in th«
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ttotail.

This andel would appear to satisfy the objections to the simplistic

•odd gives, earlier, that of providing as upward field-aligned current, given

such a current filament, and noting the lowering of mirror points with

energization. A filamentary nature of the cross-tail current would appear to

be sore likely assumption than a perfectly aaooth sheet; this has been pointed

out by AlfVen (1S81), who has given numerous examples in other plasmas.

Starting fro« a non-tmifor» distribution of cross-tail current

Beikkila inferred that the energization by curvature drift is enhanced

where the current density is locally increased. This leads to a latitu-

dinal profile of particle energy which is slallar to an inverted V.

Brace a particle energy profile Measured by a satellite gives information

of the profile of the cross-tall current in the equatorial plane.

In addition, therefore, according to our view, the final energy of

that precipitated particle would be

S* - g W 1 + eat (4.10)

where the first cent represents the gain In energy produced by plasae

sheet processes (W represents the initial particle energy and g (> 1) is a

factor to be defined by the plasma sheet processes, mainly curvature drift),

while the second term shows the gain in energy by a parallel electric field

above the auroral font.

We can now see that it also satisfies the second and third objections

at the beginning of this section, since it is the pitch angle of the

particle that is important, not the total energy or sign of the charge.

In the next section we explore the possibilities for producing auroral fading.
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5. TRIGGER PHASE

A new distinct observation related to substorn» onset is that of auroral

fading (Section 2) which occurs at the moment when the equatorward movement

of the aurora has stopped, a few minutes before the impulsive growth of

auroral luminosity at breakup. Some other ionospheric parameters also

fluctuate rapidly before substona onset. Hence, the interval between substorm

growth and expansion phases when the rapid variations occur has been called

•'trigger phase" by PelHnen et al. (1982).

To understand the development of the trigger phase, we need to examine

the neutral sheet current and, especially, the growth of J_ due to the

transverse energization in more detail. The rate of particle energization

by the cross-tail field can be given as (see Eq. 4.8)

$ q ^ % E . J , ) (5.D

In the magneto t ail E_*J, > 0, which means that particles gain energy. All

the energy gained in adiabatic acceleration by the transverse electrid field

goes directly to the longitudinal component (Section 4). Hence, in the

left-hand term of Eq. (5.1) -r- • -r-*, which means that the energy growth is
at at

2
exponential in tine if (E \J,)/B stays constant. In practice this tern

responds to the changes in J^ by induced electric fields, polarization

currents and changes in B, so the growth may be damped effectively at the

start, thus permitting the relatively slow growth phase development

observed (PelHnen, 1979b; Heikki la, 1981).

Duri i early times of the substorra growth phase the increase of the

cross-tail current and the related thinning of the plasma sheet will be

approximately linear, but after A certain moment the increase of the cross-

tail current becomes locally non-linear. During the linear growth and the
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early phase of the non-linear growth enhanced particle precipitation into

the ionosphere can be observed vhich results in a momentary increase in the

I>-layer absorption, ionospheric conductivity, and auroral brightness in a

narrow latitudinal region (Section 2).

As pointed out in Section 4 we believe that the neutral sheet current is

filamentary, with individual filaments being connected to auroral arcs as

shown in Figure 10. When this current is pinched, becoming enhanced locally,

there will be an induction electric field. The mechanism operates in the

following way: Close to subs torn» onset W,, in Eq. (5.1) grows non-linearly.

According to Eq. (4.3) this leads to non-linear growth in v, and, hence, in

J- (Eq. 4.9). The non-linearly growing particle drift currents lead to

an effective current pinching and to a growing induced electric field which

can be most easily calculated by using the Coulomb gauge, according to

equations 3.9 and 3.10. These equations show, because of the negative sign

in Eq. 3.9, that this induced electric field will oppose the current

variations, in conformity with Lenz's law. Thus a local increase in the

current density will induce an electric field which is in the sense from

dusk to dawn, opposing the cross-tail electrostatic field, thus weakening it.

This will result in less efficient energization, and consequently less

precipitation, at all energies, and for both signs of charge.

Of course for the ions transit time effects will be more important than for

the lighter electrons.

At lower energies the second term of equation 4.10 is more important,

due to the parallel electric field, and so there may not be much fading in

auroral luminosity, in keeping with the observations. At the higher

energies, this second term is not so important and thus there should be
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aore of a decrease at those higher particle energies. This is clearly

supported by the observations, as discussed in Section 2 and shown in Figure 6.

When the cross-tail current density is increasing in one region it

must be decreasing in some other region, since the current is described by

V*J * 0. It is appropriate to call this a current meander. This feature

is shown in Figure 10, which indicates that in the region of decreasing

current density the induction electric field will enhance the cross-tail

electrostatic field. Therefore, in this region the plasma convection

should proceed faster than elsewhere. This explains the southward rush of

the weak auroral patches poleward of the breakup arc that were shown in

the film at the Workshop discussed in Section 2.

As soon as the induced electric field dominates the cross-tail electric

field in a localized region of the neutral sheet the mechanism described

by Heikkila and Pellinen (1977) and Pellinen (1979a) vmy result in the onset

of the actual substorm phenomena.

Pellinen et al. (1982) presented some observations that supported an

idea of a two-stage trigger phase. During the first stage of the trigger

phase (Figs 3,6) the southward drift of aurora still persisted and the X-ray

counting rate reached maximum, while the electrojftt half-width (observed by

a meridional chain of ground-based magnetometers) was reduced with increasing

current density. However, the total amount of integrated equivalent polar

electrojet (PEJ) current was decreasing, and no dramatic auroral fading

effects could be resolved during this stage.

According to the theory presented above we interpret these observations

as an indication of the non-linear increase in the cross-tail current

density following the nearly linear increase during the growth phase. The

transition between these two phases should occur as a natural development
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of purely internal magnetospheric processes. As a result the total electric

field in the source region of the precipitating particles decreases but still

remains westward, the precipitation becomes somewhat harder and the area of particle

precipitation in the ionosphere shrinks in the north-south direction

(pinching).

During the second stage the aurora stopped and brightened (Fig. 3).

Auroral fading was expected at this moment but it was observed only in balloon

X-rays. This is in agreement with the interpretation of Eq. 4.10 presented

above. The start of substorm onset was signalled by the growing trend in

the electrojet parameters during this second stage. The final triggering

may have been influenced by the northward turning of the IMF as will be

discussed later.

6. MODEL FOR SUBSTORH OWSET

.Observations nade on tbe ground show that the substorm starts in a limited

region close to magnetic midnight and generally not at high latitudes. The

disturbance then expands poleward and equatorward, to the west and to the

east. FroB this we can deduce that these ionospheric features must be

connected to the plasma sheet, however distorted the mapping may be.

In fact, a great variety of evidence indicates that the region of the

magnetotail involved initially is from 10 to 30 earth radii in distance from

the earth, certainly on closed field lines at non-substona times.

From the ground level observations we can deduce, and satellite

observations agree, that there are local fluctuations in the magnetic

field in the plasma sheet (Rostoker and Camidge, 1971). Local variations

in the tail field must be created by variations in the local current».
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Therefore, our model of sabstorm onset Is based on a model of current

perturbations*

He sake the following four assumptions:

(1) There are local variations in the cross-tail current Jgj.

(2) The current perturbation grows in intensity, and spreads;

(3) To a high degree of accuracy div ^ * 0;

(A) Tie assume that 6Jz~0, and therefore 5I X—6I y.

The first three assumptions hardly need any further consent than what

haa already been given. The first two sake this an ad hoc aodel, but

surely these are based on solid fact.

The fourth assumption is really our only true assumption» and we will

now attempt to explain It. Ve do assume it because in our view it la the

energized plasma that initiates the whole process» Sooner or later the

plasma mast leave the plasma sheet, carrying its energy with it. One possible

escape route la around the earth, following the normal convection pattern

as outlined by Axford and Bines (1961), and Brice (1967). If it can do

that, then there would be no substorm; undoubtedly, this is a normal

course of events most of the time* However, at certain times, perhaps

due to variations in external conditions, or an especially high value of

the magnetotail electric field or the plasma density, such a normal

escape route for the energized plasma may not be rapid enough* Ve

hypothesize that the energized plasma will pile up deep in the plasma

sheet. It can not go into the high latitude lobes, because the magnetic

field is strong there also, and i x B drift is Inward. Surely it will go

in the direction of the least electromagnetic pressure that la confining

it, namely outward in the equatorial plane of the neutral sheet.
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Such an escape could be accomplished by an outward current meander In

the plane of the neutral sheet, as depicted in Figure 11 on the right for a

specific model that will be discussed shortly* It is not necessary to

have any variation perpendicular to this place to accomplish such an

escape. In fact, any variation in the se-directio». would induce an electric

field opposing that current perturbation- If such a current perturbation in the z-

direction (and the consequent induction field) were of one sign only (as for a flapping moti o

of the magnetotail), then Che breakup auroras should exhibit differences between

the northern and the southern auroral zones. All evidence argues for very

similar conjugate point effects, suggesting that any E1 is snail iai-

tlally. On the other hand, any broadicg of the current sheet (with both

+<JZ and - 5JZ on opposite sides of the neutral sheet) is not very

likely, as it would mean that the plasma would have to gc toward the higher

Magnetic field strength in the lobes, vhich we ruled out earlier.

Therefore, our model is based on one single assumption that is not

based on observations; it is, however, supported by fundamental phyoical

reasoning.

In Figure 11 we also show an opposite meander, on the left hand side.

We call these negative and positive meanders. The reason we include this

positive meander is based on Newton's third law of notion, which deals with

action and reaction. The plasma that is taking part in the uegative

meander will move outward, away from earth, as will be shown later; this

action must be accompanied by a, reaction, namely an inward motion of the

plasma that is earthward of the escaping plasma. For simplicity, in our

calculations we have shown this Inward meander as being of the same

strength, since its total effects are small in any case* It is the nega-
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tive aeacder to the right in Figure 11 that is most effective.

We hcve done calculations on this Model, chosen because Its solu-

tion is entirely analytical (Pellineo, 1978, 1979a) There are six input

parameters of the model calculations: two depicting the size of the

disturbed area; _£ (t) the temporal current density in the middle of the

disturbance; 13 t the rate of current decrease In the sane area; and two
o t

parameters for the expansion speeds of the disturbance.

Let us first look at the magnetic field produced by the current mean-

ders* After a certain time Interval the intensifying and spreading current

perturbation produces a magnetic field as shown in Figure 12, for the

exact middle of the disturbance at y»o. In Figure 12a the »-component is

shown; near x»0 the component has the opposite polarity to the tail field,

and thus the combination becomes weaker. 0? the other hand, the z-

conponent raverses in sign along the x-axis.

For an explicit study of the effects of the disturbance in the *nagne-

totall it mist be superposed on an appropriate tall-field aodel.

Unfortunately, all the existing models have been developed for quiet-time

conditions, so they do rot* represent the prc-onaet condition of the plasma

sheet correct.lv'. We have use:? the analytical model of Beard ft al» (1970)

which incltHrs a thin nm.r.ra}. sheet current vith a strength decreasing

slowly vitii distance down th« t*vtl (at the top in Fig» 13).

Fig. 13 shown tn? tail jf Mature dcvelcptaent in thn midnight meridian

plane during 25 seconds following the onset of Che substorm. The center of

the disturbance is at X—30fU:. The graph clearly shows the projections of

the X- and O-type cueutr^l lines. Th<9 O-typ^ asutral line appears near the

regions of enhanced current density, the X-type line in the region of
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decreaacd current density. Pig. 14 shows the shapes of the neutral lines

at 15 seconds after the onset in the x-y plane. It can be compared to the

diagram presented by vasyliunas (1976) for a similar type of development,

•van though the physical bases of these two diagrams are totally different*

The temporal and spatial development of the current system creates an induced

electric-field structure that even penetrate areas in which the magnetic field

disturbance is negligible, assuming inadequate response by the plasma to shield the

violent disruption. This is because E behaves asymptotically like 1/r , while

the B values decrease like 1/r^. This fact also enables an electric field

to be projected on undisturbed magnetic field lines In the tail lobe». At

reasonable values of the parameters (Pellinen, 1978)» we obtain Induced

electric field strengths of several aV/a with/a and around the disturbance

(Fig* 15). The static electric field values appearing in the plasaa sheet

average 0.15 aV/a, which neans that they are negligible compared to the

Induction field close to the disturbance bubble at the onset of the

substorn.

7. PRODUCTION OF HIGH-ENERGY PARTICLES

The above calculations assume no response by the plasaa* This is

completely unreal, end now we begin to see what that response night be. We

first consider the bursts of particles which are observed to occur shortly

after the onset of the expansion phase. The number of particles that are

involved is low enough that they do not affect the gross structure of the

plasma sheet.

Immediately after onset, before any new neutral line is formed, there

is already an induction electric field, caused by the initial current

meander, or alternatively by the changing magnetic field. Since we assumed
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that fiJ,"O, equation 3.10 shows that the Induction electric field also haa no

Z component, having only x and y components everywhere. In the plane of

the neutral sheet the Induction electric field is everywhere perpendicular

to the magnetic field. However, above and below that plane where the

magnetic field is tipped over because of the tail-like structure, this

field has components both perpendicular and parallel to the magnetic field, as shown

in Figure 16. The immediate and obvious plasma response must be to produce

charge separation by Means of a field aligned current (as discussed in

Section 3 and later in Section 8)>and thus to reduce the total electric field

parallel to the magnetic field. In so doing, the plasaa oust enhance the

perpendicular component (see Section 3). Thus, if anything, the total

electric field in the x-dlrection shown in Figure 15 in the plane of the

neutral sheet will be enhanced (not reduced)by the action of the plasma.

In our conversations we have often met with the objection to oar

reasoning that the electric field produced by induction will be modified by

the plasaa. We totally agree with this comment; however, it seems to be

further assumed that the electric field must be decreased by the con-

ducting plasma. The arguments presented above show that in fact it any be

enhanced in certain regions.

At a certain time a new neutral line is formed (see Figure 13 and 14),

an X-type in the region of decreasing current, connected to a 0-line in the

region of Increasing current. Both types of neutral lines are formed in

the presence of an induction electric field In the plane of the neutral

sheet, with the x*component enhanced by the plasma as the ycomponent Is

reduced.

At the X-line this electric field will be of the same sense ma assumed
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ln recounection or aerging theories Oraayliunas, 1975; Sounerup, 1979). Fluid (or

*HD). concepts lead to the formation of magnetic and electric field struc-

tures as discussed above, but it is a few individual particles that will be

energised to high energies, which cannot be discussed by M D theory*

The interaction between charged particles and electromagnetic fields

can be expressed by the relativistic equation of notion, which consists of

separate electric- and aegnetlc-fleld tens. The electric field aust be

the Immediate cause of particle energisation, because the oagnetic force

qy_ x £ does not affect the speed of the particle. To change its energy a

particle aust hare a velocity coaponent parallel to the electric field.

The rate of energy change can be estiaated from the following:

dW - T_ . ds (7.1)

where IT is the electric Lorentz force acting on the particle, and d£ is

sn Infinlteslaal distance along the trajectory of the particle. To study

particle energization, we must know the aoveaent of a given particle and

the time-dependent electromagnetic field at each point on its trajectory.

AS guiding-center spproxlaatlon aay be non-valid in soae regions of the

tall, the only way to treat the movement of the particle is to use the

equation of notion in calculating ds_ in Equation (7.1). In fact this is

the only way to treat the effects of Induction fields because the energy

of the particle changes during each gyration at any one location

owing to the non-vanishing value of »IS . ds_.

Since the cross-tail electric potential field has an upper-limit of around 100 fceV

in the plasaa sheet in particle energization, owing to its conservative
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The dependence of the aechanisa on the neutral line-region also deaonstrates

how selective acceleration can be achieved rather than an equitable

distribution of the available energy anong the »hole particle population.

In the aodel simulations aade by Pellinen and Heikklla (1978a) 1 ke«

electrons and 10 keV protons (90° pitch angle) were launched at different

locations In the neutral sheet. In the launching grid those points were

selected fro» which the particles were east effectively energized. It

turned out that regions close to the X- and ©-type neutral lines were the

best» thanks to the two-step energization process described earlier in this

paper. In Fig. 17 we show a few representative particle trajectories

within the neutral line. The diagraa shows that

1. Energetic proton bursts appear mainly on the dusk side outside the

loop< The protons launched near the O-type neutral line sees to stay

Inside the bubble.

2» Energetic electrons appear both cm the dawn and the dusk sides of the

bubble, and drift out fro© the bubble cloee to the 0 U s e .

3. Gyrobetatron ecc^lesratioa o m give the electrons .in energy gain of 80

keV, while corresponding acceleration on a straight line froo launch

point to eud point would xive only 5 hiV. This confirms the importance

of the exat:t trojectory.

On comparing our results with the observations presented above (Section

2), we flad they agree ass.nzi.ng well. VT» h«ve done calcuiLaCions for about

200 particles whose pitch angle were 90°. When the field lines are

enclosed in a loop about tb ,• 9~llne the particles cannot: escape along then»

so even particles with smaller pitch angles remain inside the loop for some

ti«e before they can drift out, Bsnce the magnetic loop structure together
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nature, an Induction field energizes particles more effectively, for one

thing, en induction field is larger and thus peraita higher acceleration

(e.g. along th« neutral line, see Terasawa and Nishida, 1976). However, it

has its limitations because auper-Alfvenic drifts are unlikely in the

magnetotall, so there is an upper limit on the electric field which is pro-

bably sneller than 10 mV/m (for details see Pelllnen and Heikki la, 1978a).

Another and aore important feature of induction fields is their ability to

energise charged particles locally by betatron acceleration. This, too,

has its limitations. The ratio of the final to the initial energy is directly

proportional to the ratio of the final to the initial magnetic field strength.

Hence the biggest relative energy increases are again achievable only near a

magnetic neutral line, where the initial field is very small. Expressed in the

language of orbit theory, the limitation is due to the dependence on the magne-

tic moment of the particle (for relativistic particles the relevant quantity is

the flux enclosed by the gyro orbit). Only particles with a substantial magnetic

moment at low values of |B| (i.e. particles that already have a fairly high

energy) can be efficiently energized. In particular, betatron acceleration

is Ineffective on cold plasma particles*

Rear a neutral line the difficulty of energizing cold plasma particles

can be overcome by a two-step process in which linear, non-adiabatlc acce-

leration along the neutral line provides adequate momentum so that, when

the particle leaves the neutral line and enters a gyro orbit in the

surrounding magnetic field, it has s sufficient magnetic moment to benefit

from the betatron acceleration. As shown by Pellinen and Heikkila

(1978a), for reasonable values of the magnetic-field changes during a

substom, Initially zero-energy particles can be energized to MeV energies.
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generally taken into account by other authors dealing with the subject) may

provide an explanation for the localized appearance of energetic particle

bursts observed in the otagnetotail during substora.

The values in Fig. 17 were obtained during relatively small tail-field

changes» 10 nT/min. In order to stress that the energy gain is dependent

on the assumed rate of change of the magnetic field we show in Fig. 18 erne

3 Bcase of electron energization with the very large rate of •-»—, 2.5 nT/s, a
O t

value actually observed on at least one occasion (Kirsch et ml» 1977 ,

reporting data obtained by H. F. Hess). Here the electron energy reached 1

MeV in about 3 s. Since this example nicely denonstrates how the energizing

mechanism actually works let us analyze, the development in more detail. In

the initial linear acceleration, along the neutral line the energy rose to

50 keV at point A. During the subsequent betatron process A3 the energy

steadily Increased on each gyration, and the relativlatic Invariant yv vas

constant (see Roederer, 1970, p. 21). over the portion BC the drift velo-

city was so high, about 10% of the total, that allowance arust be sade for

It, as is ahovn by the dashed line, since the magnetic moment is evaluated

in the drifting coordinate sysfaa. Between. {', &vA D the energy increases at

a such slower rate; this is due to a combirwtioa of two opposing factors.

The electron drift here is ia the direction of the electric field, with a

resultant loss in energy amounting to 120 keV by the drift betatron pro-

cess. At the sane time the electron gains 273 keV due to Its gyrattonal

notion, about 0.4~keV average over 706 gyrations, leaving a net gain of

158 keV as shown in Fig. 18. The total path over CD alone is 65 %, within

the confines of a region with dimensions of about 1 Kg. This particular
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result demonstrates clearly the capabilities of a rotational electric

field, which are quite different fro» thoae of an electrostatic field.

After point D the electrca again gain* energy froa both the drift and the

gyrational notions.

To study field-aligned acceleration, particles were launched slightly

above the neutral sheet (where B,, * 0) in the regions where the field liaea

were connected to the earth, the picture cf precipitation at the subs ton»

onset bore oat Ftokuaishi's (1975) finding (Fig. 19). In & typical

substorn, the estimated area of electron precipitation exceeding 5 keV at

the ionospheric level on the evening side is about 400 x 200 ka2, which

would almost fill an all-sky photograph (diaseter around 500 ka). This

agrees well with observations of auroral break-up.

&* THREE-DIMENSIONAL CURRENTS ASSOCIATED ^ITH SPBSTOEM ONSET

The actual onset of auroral breakup and the expansion phase of the

subscorn, including the development of field-aligned currents, mast

involve the response of the plasma in the plasma sheet, and also in.

the ionosphere. xhey are extremely difficult to analyze in detail,

and we will discuss them here only la outline. Rovever, when cause

and effect relationships are properly noted, we believe that

understanding the sequence of events is not difficult in principle.

It is our hypothesis that subston» phenomena stem fro» the escape

of energized plasma from closed field lines in the plasma sheet, away

from the earth. That such an escape might be possible is shown by a

careful consideration of the virial theorem; it says that an energized

plasma cannot be held together by electromagnetic fields of its own
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current naander, most likely associated with an ion-tearing instabi-

lity (Schlndler, 1974; Galeev, 1979). It certainly is not reconnec-

tion since there is no neutral line at this time. This current

meander will Induce an electric field, always opposing the current

perturbation» so that with an outward meander the induction electric

field will be from dusk to dawn. Because there is an electrostatic

field In the opposite sense, a weak meander is not sufficient; this is

consistent with the finding of Galeev and Zelenyl (1976) that the

croes-tail field stabilizes the instability. However, with suf-

ficiently strong aeander the induction electric field Is overwhelming,

and E x B flow is outward, still on closed field lines. An inten-

sifying and spreading current perturbation is involved. Such an

explosive development has been considered by others, ®.g. Galéev et

al. (1978).

Next we will consider the generation of field aligned currents. There

are two different Birkeland current systems, the large-äcale Birkeland current

sheets and the. auroral current filaments observed nos t clearly at the

onset of a substom. The treatment of field-aligned currents in the

literature is often confusing because, in many cases, large-scale

currents have not been separated fro» storm currents. These currents

are quite different in origin and production mechanisms, and the phy-

sical and numerical models developed to study their ionospheric
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effects should take into account the differences in their scales,

strengths, and dynamic properties.

We will not discuss the production mechanism of large-scale

steady-state Blrkeland current sheets. Several studies, both theore-

tical and experimental, have been made of these currents during 1970's

(see e.g. Potemra 1979 for review).

The substorm current system is often attributed to a short cir-

cuiting of the current in the neutral sheet through the ionosphere

along magnetic field lines (e.g. Boström, 1964; Clauer and McPherron,

1974). The mechanism responsible for the disruption of the tail

current has not been treated adequately in Che literature. A simple

short-circuiting is too narrow a concept, because the particles on the

magnetic field lines do experience an upward force, namely the mirror

force -uVB. Therefore, divergent magnetic field lines in a conducting

plasma cannot be regarded as infinite conductors. A. force must be

Involved to get the current carriers down the field lines. Pelllnen

(1979a) discussed our mechanism qualitatively, presenting a descrip-

tion of the whole three-dimensional current system associated with

substorm onset.

According to the model presented in Section 6 there are parallel

Induced electric field components (E,, ) along asgnetlc field lines

outside the neutral sheet. This E,, accelerates electrons and ions

along the field lines (Section 7). Thus a net current (the effect) due to the

meandering currents in the neutral sheet (the cause) can be observed along the

field lines (Fig. 16).

The temporal development of the electric field st any arbitrary
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fleld point leads to polarization currants which tend to prevent

changes of JE[ in the plasaa. The macroscopic behaviour of the plasma

cloud perpendicular to jB Is similar to the reaction of dielectric

media, while the effect parallel to £ depends on inertlal forces

(I.e. the inertia of the plasma particles).

In front of and on the sides of the expanding current disturbance,

where E I B , polarization currents oaf flow in regions where B is

alaost unchanged. These currents are directed along 3K/3t which seans,

e.g., that the polarization current jf opposes the crosstail current

Jo (Fig. 16) on the outer edge of the disturbance. Hence, the net

effect of these two currents is a "current disruption**. In other

words, field-aligned currents must continue to flow to deliver charges to

reduce E,,, but these, charges are negated by the opposite charges accumulated

by JP.

To summarize, the effect of the parallel component of the induc-

tion electric field will be to accelerate particles In a cyclic

pattern. At high latitudes there will be electron precipitation to the

west, associated with the westward travelling surge (WTS)> and a

little later proton precipitation to the east. The effect of the

secondary positive current oesnder (a consequence of Newton's third

law) la to produce a proton flux on the equatorward side of the WTS,

and electron precipitation to the east.

Tbe energized electrons seem to be the natural current carriers of

the upward current. However, ion inertia is too great for the ions to

carry the downward current entirely, especially at first. In order to

fulfil the requirement of current continuity right from tbe beginning of
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substorm the ionosphere has to respond by sending up some electrons. In

many cases even cold electrons may be adequate, as results of Klumpar

(1979) suggest. The consequences of this hypothesis will be discussed

in Section 10.

9. HUMERICAI MODELLING OF THE IONOSPHERIC PART OF THE SUBSTORM

CURRENT SYSTEM

Opgenoorth et al. (1980) argued that the main aagnetie ground pertur-

bations observed at the substorn onset seemed to be produced by

ionospheric Ball-currents, driven by ionospheric electric fields due to

net charge distributions accumulated by field-aligned currents. They

presented some STARE data chat supported their observations but they did

not aodel the substorm current wedge to see what type of horizontal

currents connected the cable-type field-aligned currents la the

ionospheric E-layer. The modelling work was done by Bauajohann et al.

(1981) for another event with similar characteristics. In a more recent

paper the expansion of the western part of the current system was

modelled by Opgenoorth et al. (1982).

The eve t analyzed by Baumjohai i et al. (1981) occurred on 15

February 1977 when three consecutive localized auroral activations were

observed between 2100 and 2130 UT, i.e. around magnetic midnight, over

Scandinavia. Combined magnetic and STARE data were used to deduce that

each of these activations occurred south of the Harang discontinuity

(Harang, 1946) in a region of north-westward electric field.
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Fig. 20 presents data of tha second auroral activation. It shows tha

two-dimenalonal distribution of the ground magnetic and ionospheric

electric fielda and auroral structures before (2118 OT) and during the initial

brightening (2119 UT) , and during the •axlama development of the

sudden auroral activation (2120:30 UT). The data presented in the 2119

UT and 2120:30 OT panels were used for the numerical modeling. Below we

will review the essential parts of their work.

For the numerical modeling tha ionosphere was divided into small

cells, each meaaurlng 50 x 50 tan. For each cell the height-integrated

Ball and Pedersen conductivities and the electric field were given, and

tha height-integrated ionospheric current waa computed according to tha

Ohm* a law. The current flowing nearly vertically along the

field line out of each cell waa determined frost the divergence of the

horizontal currents in order to preserve current continuity everywhere in

the three-dimensional system*

The model electric field data waa derived from the measured STARE data

aa follows: the quiet-time electric field at 2118 UT (cf. Fig. 20) waa

extrapolated to tha south, eaat and wast. A southward polarisation

electric field waa than added in the region covered by active aurora to

fit tha electric field measurements made in tha STARE observation area at

2119x00 and 2120:30 UT (see Fig. 20), and was likewise extrapolated to

tha south, east and wast. Since tha magnetic field observed at 2118 UT

was very weak, It waa assumed that tha height-Integrated conductivities

outside the active regions were close to zero. Optical auroral data ware

used to deduce the conductivity profiles (details given in Bauwjohaun at

al., 1981). By varying tha extrapolations of tha southward polari-
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zation electric field and Che height-integrated Hall and Pedersea con-

ductivities in the active regions, the current systems were fitted to the

magnetic fields observed at 2119:00 and 2120:30 UT (cf. Fig. 20) by trial

and error. Here we will reproduce the calculations at 2119:00. The spa-

tial distributions of the height-integrated Ball and Federsen conduc-

tivities, total Ionospheric electric fields» height-*integrated

ionospheric current densities, and field-aligned current intensities are

given in Fig. 21. Also shown are the spatial distributions of the

ground-equivalent current vectors attributable to the field-aligned

currents (Pig. 21e) and the total three-dimensional currents (Fig. 21f).

As can be seen in comparing Fig. 21 f with the respective panel in Fig*

20, the model current systems reproduce all the essential features in the

observed data. The remaining differences can probably be attributed to

some outstanding ambiguities In the extrapolation of the electric field

outside the STARE observation area, possibly to the assumed conductivity

distributions, and to the hypothesis that the height-integrated conduc-

tivities are zero outside the regions covered by active aurora.

The results lad to the following conclusions. The model ionospheric

currents (Fig. 21c) are directed mainly westward and are concentrated

in the western half of the active region, where also the highest conduc-

tivities are found. The current densities of 600 to 700 pAnf* are con-

parable to those reported by Sulzbacher et al. (1980) and Baunjohann and

Kamlde (1980) for the Hall-current westward electrojet. Most of the

current, i.e., the westward component, is closed by very localized and

Intense upward field-aligned currents at the western edge (about 7 jjAa"̂ »

probably carried by energetic electrons; e.g. Akasofu et al., 1969; and
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Kaalde and Rostoker, 1977) and less intense (about 2 via'"2) and acre

videsprcad downward field-aligned current in the eastern third of the

break-up region (see Fig. 21d). Only about 25Z of it flowa northwarda

and is closed by the field-aligned sheet currents at the southern and

northern boundaries of the active region. Thus, the model ionospheric

current is not an ideal Cowling current in which no field-aligned

currents flow at the northern and southern boundaries, but it is con-

sistent with the more realistic case discussed by Coroniti and Kennel

(1972), in which the northern and southern field-aligned sheet currents

cannot exceed a critical level (about 2 uAaT^ ±n tjj£8 model). The tear

poral development matches that of the conductivities and polarization

electric field; a north-west expansion mainly of Ionospheric current* and

upward field-aligned currents.

The numerical values of the model current systems are valid only for

the second break-up, but a comparison with the data from the other two

activations shows that the general features are In agreement with the

data treated here.

In conclusion, the model current system presented by Bauajohann at

al. (1981) i•:. in general agreeaent vlth the classical concept of the

substora current wedge (e.g. Akaaofu and Meng, 1969; MePherron et al.,

1973). Thanks to the higher and two-diaenslonal spatial resolution of

the magnetic data and the utilization of the STARE electric field data

the following facts can be added to this concept. The ionospheric

current connecting the two field-aligned current regions is mainly of

Cowling type; the current vadge is restricted not only latitudinally but

also longitudinally, at least during the initial moments; the upward
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field-aligned current is concentrated at the western edge of the active

region and its density is higher than the widespread downward field-

aligned currents. These results are in agreement with the field-aligned

current circuit presented in Section 8.

Opgenoorth et al. (1982) studied the expansion of the western edge of

the current wedge. They found that the cable-type structure of the

upward flowing field-aligned current is preserved and propagates within

the leading edge of the westward travelling surge. Fig. 22 shows the

result of their model calculation. The trailing edge of the WTS is

surrounded by ionospheric Ball currents while a Cowling-type current

channel (where the westward electrojet is a combination of Ball and

Pedersen currents) follows in the wake of the UTS. The result is in

excellent agreement with Baumjohann «t al. (1981). la Opgenoorth et al.

(1982) conductivity could also be checked due to rocket observations in

the wake of the surge.

10. DI3CUSSI0H

Some discussion has already been presented in the previous sections;

here the sia is to relate our work to soae recently published articles and

to discuss the new views on »ubstorm mechanisms. From our own work we

shall also point out some interesting details that are still speculative

and need further supporting observations in order to be confirmed. The

presentation follows the sequence of the sections in the paper.

Are the substorn phases Internally or externally controlled?

In Sections 4 and 3 we gave the impression that purely internal

controlling mechanisms operating in the magnetotail lead to substorm onset.

However» several studies give evidence that both discontinuities in the

solar wind pressure (SSC triggering, see e.g. Kokubun «t al., 1977) and

changes in the direction of the Interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) (see
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e.g. Caan et al., 1977) aay cause substorn triggering. In a series of

articles Akasofu (e.g. Akasofu, 1981) claims that the properties of the

solar wind (IMF and speed) are mainly responsible for substora development

by a driven process. Hence, accordin* to Akasofu there should be no signi-

ficant energy storage in the nagnetotail prior to substorn onset. In order

to study this question iu more detail Pellinen et al. (1962) oade an event

study where the growth and trigger phase signatures were clearly

distinguished, and where the solar vind data were available. Details of the

trigger phase of this event »ere given in Sections 2 and 5. Here we will

vainly concentrate on the IMF related aspects.

A sudden southward turning of the IMF Immediately led to a worldwide

convection enhancement (growth phase) which was observed to start alnost

simultaneously at stations within the auroral zoa« and polar cap. After

35 minutes from the .southward burning a localized aubstorm onset took place

in the midnight sector. The onset was preceded by a 8 minutes long trigger

phase.

The energy coupling between solar wind and aagnetosphere during the

pre-substorm phases was studied by utilizing the energy coupling function

£-VB ain($/2£o defined by Perreauit »nd Akasofu (1978). Some other para-

meters oay yield equally good correlations (such as VB8, see Baker et al.,

1931), but here we will concentrate on e. In this particular event the e

values appeared to be ebove the substorn level (>10 W) during the growth

phase (Fig. 23). A good correlation between e and the growth of the Joule

heating rate (estimated from the AE data) was found In Che beginning, but

during the last 20 minutes before substorn triggering e was high while the

Joule heating rate (magnetic disturbance) showed a slight decrease.

However, this decrease was so small that we can take the view that both e

and the Joule dissipation were approximately constant fcr half an hour

before the onset of the expansion phase.
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Bnergy going into the plastaa in the plasma sheet oust have been at least

101 watts that was given by Beikkila et al. (1979) fox average conditions.

Since the Joule dissipation was about two orders of magnitude leas we oust

conclude that nos t of the extra energy was stored in ti*c mgnetotall. In

view of observations that during the period before onset the aagnetosphere

becomes more tail-like (Caaldge and Rostoker, 1970; Pairfield and Ness,

1971), ve are led to the conclusion that conditions approached thermo-

dynaoic equilibrium, with some of the energy appearing as energized par-

ticles, and some as magnetic energy associated with the tail-like field.

This argues against a driven process, and for the existence of a growth

phase of half an hour. Similar arguments have been presented by Mishin

(1978) and Fairfield et al. (1981)

Nevertheless, the IMF seemed to control many of the phase changes that

were observed in this event. The growth phase began within ainutes of the

southward turning of the IMP. It should be obvious that this event was

Initiated by the changed IMF; in our view, the southward turning is like

throwing a switch to turn on the voltage to an unstable electronic circuit

like an oscillator, or a flip-flop. In fact, we believe that the first

part of the trigger phase was dependent on Internal processes only, and a

substorn onset would have occurred soon after.

However, during the trigger phase there was a decided change in the

IMF, with a northward turning (Fig- 23). At the sane date there was a

change in auroral conditions within the trigger phase; this is shown most

clearly by Figure 7 of Pellinen et al. (1982), by Figure 3 in this paper as

a complete stopping of the electrojet and the auroral arc, and also Figure

6 as an abrupt reduction of x-rays, especially in the lower curve. Thus,

we feel that the approaching onset was preempted by the IMF, and the onset of

the expansion phase began immediately. Such an effect has been noticed before,

and vas given theoretical justification by Galeev (1979).



An entirely different sequence of events was observed by Sauvaud & Treilhou

(private communication ) for the event of A March 1979 at 22 to 23 UT with a

similar variation in the IMF. In their case the IMF also had a brief northward

excursion, but only a miner- perturbation in the plasma sheet was observed. The

IMF then returned to southward for 30 minutes, and the ciset was observed during

this interval, 20 minutes after the northward turning. Apparently in that case

the conditions in the plasma sheet were not ready for a breakup.

One should not make too far-reaching conclusions fro» the data of a few

events; one needs better statistics. However, we cannot avoid the fact that

even a single event, if it is well enough treated, may provide essential

information about some more universal raechnisnu». Hence, in order to recognize

these mechanisms and to get a final answer to the question of internal or

external triggering the problem has to be studied more extensively in the future.

Substorm Triggering

The theory by Pellinen and Helkkila described In this paper does not

present analytical details of the triggering secnanism itself. Only tha

asymptotic behavior of cross-tail current during growth and trigger phases

Is described after which the treatment jumps directly to the onset pheno-

mena. Tailward flow of plasma is taken as an initial observation; the

causal relation to the triggering moment la not given» All theoretical

arguments are supported by observations as can be seen In the previous

Sections. The existence of an Induced electric field at all stages of

substorm development is emphasized In the theory.

The so-called tearing mode instability (e.g. Schindler, 1974;Galeevt

1979) appears to be a promising candidate to explain the substorn

triggering. Recently the studies of explosive tearing mode instability

(Blrn and Hones, 1981; Terasaws, 1981) have been developed to the point

that a comparison between our work and the MED~based tearing node

studies can be made; these show some interesting common features, even If

the basic philosophies between theae two theories are quite different*

The main shortcoming of some earlier tearing node instability studies
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vas their two-dimensional treatment. Since the nature of the substoca

phenomena is basically three-dimensional, many of the well-known subatora,

features were act reproduced in tvo-dimensional studies. Here we will co«-

pare and contrast the work by Sim and Hones (1331) with our results.

They assumed plasma sheet thickening towards the flanks of the tail,

and found that the reconnectlon region ia United in the y direction.

Increased plasma flows are observed »ftfore the neutral tines fora because

of the enhanced resistivity they assumed in their saodel. The neutral X-

line is found to be a dividing line between the regions with oppositely

directed strong flow. Also they found that the X-line is the only neutral

line where the cross-tail electric field increases to large values* However, Birn

and Hones did obtain localized inductive electric fields in their calcula-

tions, and tailvard E x ! drift lit regions of. northward Bz. This puts our

model on a firm basis, since we asinnned such flow at the outset. We also

assuaed that the flowing plasua would c-vrry the cross-tail current with it,

to form a strengthening meander. With these assuaptiona the properties of

the induction electric field are clearly elucidated. We take the view that

the induction electric field is the driving force for the plasma, drawing

its energy fro.j the magnetic field (this is obvioua aims 3(3*72po)/at
 is

II . 3B/9t and i&lz is the source of the induction electric field by

equation 3.7).

Birn and Hones (1981) also found field-aligned currents with the same

sense ae region 2 currents (Xijluia and Poteara, 1976) a« an output of

their calculations* The source region oc thes«* current» differ from our

model since their currents originate on t Re earthward pi.de of tho X-line

while our currents ste located in tfcfc rag^cm» .TSÄW'-^ to the tallwatd aide.

Thus, their qalculaMo**.» do not lead to a disruption rt the tail current

into field-aligned currents. This feature in their model is quite distinct

from ours; the action of E ,', in our model give»* the correct sense of the

field alignad currents, with the clotmr». currea*": bfcing a Cowling-type'chan-
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According to Bi.rn and Hones (1981) the regions around neutral line»

form magnetic islands (plaamoids) (see alsa Ter3aaw», 1981) that move

tallwards with high speeds* We have not studied this aspect in detail since

our model Is valid only for ths very few seconds following the onset.

However, our magnetic babble does grow in size, because £ x £ drift is

explosive (Heikkila and Pellinen, 1977, p. 1612). In addition, the net

force on the plasmoid is outward due to a repulsive force £ - -uvU away

from the earth (see p. 1613).

Particle acceleration near magnetic neutral lines

In our model a continuous neutral line of both X and O-type is formed

In the neutral sheet region. A sisilar type of geometry was suggested by

Vasyliunas (1976). In both models the area surrounded by neutral line is

growing as the substorm disturbance proceeds. In our model all neutral

lines play an Important role in the particle energization mechanism. Local

E-fields are especially strong along the X and O~type neutral lines in the

cross-tail direction» The E-field Is directed from dawn to dusk along the

X-line while "long the O-line the direction is opposite• This leads to

some asymmetries In the production of high-energy particles.

In the literature (mainly in connection with the different reconnection

theories) X-type neutral line is referred as the main accelerator of

charged particles. However, it may seem reasonable that an O-type neutral

line region Is even more effective as a particle accelerator, (Stern, 1979);

magnetic field lines around an O-ilne are closed, hence particles may remain

trapped in the bubble for longer timer,. 0-line, according to Stern (1979),

kseps particles better contained than ;he X-type line. Like many other

authors he assumes that the Inductive E-field is a large-scale one

extending over the magnetotail from dawn to du&k. Be considers only linear

acceleration along 0-line which means that unreasonably high E-field values
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problem we* pointed oat by vasyliunas (1980) who shoved that the integral

of the electric field along the full length of the 0-liue cannot exceed a

value equal to the cross-tail potential derived by Alfvén (1968). Hence

the maximum: energy which can be gained by a charged particle that drifts

along the full length of the 0-line is not ouch larger than the energy of

particles drifting through the magnetic field reversal in the neutral

sheet*

In fact, Stern (1979) assumed an electric field in the sane sense am

the current; when the induction electric field Is taken into account that

sense Is not correct. Instead of being a load, the current now becomes a

generator. The sense of the V x l forces on runaway particles Is such as

to disperse the particles away fro» the 0-line, rather than to focus them

as stated by Stern. Thus, it appears that a moving 0-line Is not an effi-

cient accelerator, unlike an X-line where a few particles are accelerated

to very high energies, in agreement with B i n and Rones (1981).

Terasawa and Nishida (1976) reported that bursts of relatlvlstlc

electrons are nearly centered at the focus of the magnetic loop structure

where the pol.rlty o£ Bz turns fro» i arthward to southward* They inferred

that these bursts of relatlvlstlc electrons are accelerated on the neutral

line (0-type or X-type) connected to the magnetic loop structure* These

authors accept the view that inductive E-field* are involved, but as

Kishida (1976) reported electric field values of 80 aV/o are required to

accelerate electrons up to 0.5 .HeV along a 1 Rg long straight line. As

shown earlier, such values are tmphysical and lack experimental evidence.

Quite a few theoretical and experimental papers have been written on
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induced E-fieldt <*»«« e.g. revia» by Kla et al., 1979) but they all predict

or report E-flel?'-. tttat nee only a few aV/u (less than 10 mV/m).

Combination c t' linear and betatron acceleration aa the main mechanism

for high-energy particle production in solar flares has been proposed by

Bulanov and Saaorov (1975). Their mechanism is quite the sane as ours:

localized induced E-fielda appear close to magnetic neutral lines where the

non-adiabatic linear acceleration is followed by magnetic drift away from

the line. The high aagnetic tsoment value, induction field geometry and

rotational property of the E-field leads to powerful adiabatic acceleration

of the particle. Ho high E-field values are required, the geometry is as

(or even aore) important.

Substorn current system

As the last topic in the Discussion section we return back to the

substorm current circuit. As shown lp Sections 8 ana 9 the understanding

of the sobstorm curreat wedge has davelooed considerably since the start of

the IMS iu 1976. In the recent COSVAR meeting report Baumjohanu (1982)

summarized the present status an this Jriald and gave an impression that

current systems related to sub&torm auroras are well known today. However,

there still Sicus to be at least one ^ap in knowledge, t gap that is impor-

tant for the Pellinen and Heikkila aubstorm mechanism, and that is: What

are the carriers ot the downward field-aligned current above the ionosphere

during the firttt few iiiauteo bfter sub^r.oms onset? As stated by Pellinen

and Heikkil'". (1978) protons Ate. much slevar than electrons, and hence pro-

tons cannot contribute to the downward field-aligned current immediately

after the onset. However, tha counterclockwise and clockwise DEC loops

(related to upward and downward field-aligned currents respectively,
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Section 2) start to develop simultaneously which means that there oust be

additional current carriers involved in order to maintain current balance*

Opgenoorth et al* (1980) threw seme light to the above dilemma. They

studied the development of the 486.J (Hg) and 630.0 ns» emission lines (Fig*

24} in the region of clockwise OEC-vector rotation. The excitation monents

of the two emissions became approximately comparable by shifting the 630*0

na curve 110 sec towards earlier tines according to the average delay in

the emission of this particular wavelength. Fig. 24 shows that the rise in

the Hg -emissions is preceded by a shortlived peak of red auroral emission

which certainly xs related to the substorm onset. The entire photometric

data set (not shown here) reveals that, in contrast to the Hg -emissions

this peak is at the observing site (Kiruna) only seen from 40° to 90° N

elevation. If one compares this observation with DEC vector rotation*

(Section 2) it seems as if the red emissions are restricted to the initial

area of downward FAC while the later observed proton-emissions correspond

in time and location to the final area of downward FAC which has clearly

widened and spread out further to the south»

According to FJLuspar et al. (1976), Kamide and Rostokar (1977), and

Klumpar (1975»), the downward equivalent current is carried to a large

extent by upward going ionospheric electrous of lower energy. Hence, the

photometer observations together with the ground signatures of localized

downward FAC give rise to some questions. Ic may DA possible that the red

airoxral emission that usually cotae from heights greater than 200 tan

(Vallance Jon<ss, 1976) have In this case been e*cXced by upward going

electrons. If this happens to be the case, it. would suggest, that th«

necessary upward dirac-eed field-aligned ac .election oechania» foe
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ionospheric thermal electrons Is related to the positive charge of the

cloud of energized protons arriving from the oaguetotail, for the red

auroral peak is observed to decrease when the protons arrive at the

ionosphere. In some cases the downward current may be due to runaway

electrons, implying A voltage drop of several tens of volts along

ionospheric field lines (Klumpar and Heikkila, 1982). However, the answer

to these questions has to be postponed until some better observations

are available.

In summary, we believe that a subsroot is caused by the escape (or

attempted escape) of plasma that is being strongly energized in the

plasma sheet» plasma on closed field lines contained by a magnetic bottle.

That such an escape is likely to occur follows directly from the virial

theorem of plasma physics, which shows that no self-containment la possible

(Schmidt» 1976). A reversal of the electric field must be Involved for

reversed E x B drift, and that reversal can be accomplished by an outward

meander of a cross-tail current filament. Such a meander can be caused by

an ion-tearing mode instability. It certainly is not reconnection, since

there Is initially no magnetic neutral line. The action of the induction

electric field is explosive, and does lead to formatior; of a neutral line,

• natural accelerator for cosmic plasmas, and an escaping plasmoid. The

various features of the auroral breakup follow immediately (at least in

principle) from the changing electromagnetic field. The complication is

only s quantitative one. We present one final figure (Fig. 25) which

•hows an ISIS photograph above compared to ground based observations below,

in complete agreeiaent with our simple ideas*
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram to illustrate the development of the auroral

substora. The center of the geocentric circles (80 and 60 ) is the

geomagnetic pole and the Sun is towards the top of the diagram.

The directions of movement of the different auroral structures

are indicated by arrows. (Montbriand, 1971)

Fig. 2. Typical development in auroral absorption during substonn growth

phase. Absorption decreases at Kevo while it increases at lvalo

indicating southward movement of the region of high-energy precipitation,

which is mainly located on the equatorward side of auroral 'arc. The

three vertical broken lines indicate different stages of the

substonn trigger phase.

Fig. 3 Southward movement of auroral arc, peak high-energy precipitation

and westward electrojet center prior to substortn onset at 2102 UT.

Variations in the IMF polarity recorded by the IMP-8 spacecraft

are given in the upper right corner. Vertical broken lines indicate

the trigger phase.

Fig. A Total equivalent current vectors at stations within Scandinavia

before, during and after the enhanced convection interval (2030-

2100 UT). The equivalent currenr vectors originate where the

corresponding inagneti.;: disturb arc? was observed; squares and crosses

denote negative aud positive Z perturbations, respectively. The

discrete auroral forms, are indicated by solid lines (Pellinen et

al., 1982).
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Fig. 5 A sequence of all-sky photographs illustrating the optical auroral

fading prior to activation. This is the series of figures in which

we identified this phenomenon. (The photographs were taken on the

Airbrne Ionospheric Observe ory; courtesy of '. Whalen of the U.S.

Air Force Geophysics Laboratory.) (Pellinen and Heikki la, 1978b)

Fig. 6 Changes of X-ray counting rates around auroral break-up. The data

were recorded by three balloons (1, 2 and 3) located in the region

of substorm onset (Pellinen, 1979b).

Fig. 7 Time sequence of equivalent current vectors (in nT) on the Earth's

surface for stations at a meridional profile in the Kiruna System.

The y R I axis is parallel to the time axis, and the a_ axis is positive

upwards. The origins of the current vectors for one instant of time

are spaced relative to their x^ coordinates. Also shown are photo-

graphs taken by the all-sky camera at Muonio at the relevant times.

(Bautnjohann et al., 1981)

Fig. 8a Differential equivalent current vectors for selected intervals during

the early time of the sub^toini development. The vertical components

are shown separately in the lower panels fiy isolines computed from

the values recorded at the stations. The aurorae at 2223:00 UT in

the central and 2226:00 UT in the righc panel are indicated by solid

curves and shaded areas with intensity scaling. The approximate

centres of cable-type field-aligned currents are given in the panel

to the left. (Cpgenoorrb c.t nl., 1.980)

Fig. 8b DEC vectors 90 s t»ad 2)0 s aftur subs torn onset: at 2118:30 Li. The

development of the. counterclockwise loop lasted 90 K while most of

the clockwise loop development occurred between 90 s and 210 s. The

approximate centres of cable-type field-aligned current» are given in

the panel to the right.
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Fig. 9 Irregularity drift velocity vectors recorded by the STARE-syste» f
i

in the region of substorm onset. (Opgenoorth et al., 1980) i

I
Fig. 10 Energization by curvature drift is proportional to cross-tail current f

density tiaes the total electric field. This can explain inverted V |

events, and several other features of auroral arcs. The sheet-type |
I

structure of a quiet arc can be explained by a current sheet pinch. |

With rapidly changing current there will be an induction electric %
I
å

field as well, but for quiescent arcs this can be ignored. (Heikkila, 1981) |

Fig. 11 Neutral sheet current with rectangular disturbance. Tin. current density

is depicted by the spacing of the current-flow lines. The disturbance

increases linearly in amplitude and size. (Pellinen, 1979a) I

I
Fig. 12a Meridional components B and B of the magnetic field produced by '

and b the disturbed J current. (Pellinen, 1979a) '
y L

j

Fig. 13 Changes in the magnetic field structure at y * OR . The individual
field lines have been tracked by computer. The dotted lines indicate

the growth of the disturbance. The development of the X- and 0-type <

Ineutral points is clearly shown on the tailward side of the disturbance.

(Pellinen, 1979a)

Fig. 1Ä Shapes of X--type and 0-type neutral lines in the equatorial plane

15 seconds after subston» onset. (Peilinen, 1979b) ",

4

Fig. 15 E and E depicted when Z » 1 JL. The outward shifts of the fieldy x t

a and b maxima are due to the expansion of the disturbance. (Pellinen, 1979a)

PFig. 16 Polarization currents J due to changing electric fields in the

neutral sheet and due to E,, along magnetic field lines maintain the

raagnetospheric part of the three-dimensional current circuit associated

with the substorm expansive phase.
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Fig. 17 Paths of two protons and two electrons, starting with typical plasma

sheet energies near the 0-and X-type neural lines (shown as a

continuous heavy line). Tka solid curves are normalized to the size

of the growing disturbance. The straight line path (dotted line) fox

one electron would involve an energy gain o£ only 5 keV, as compared

with the actual gain of 75 keV for the tortuous path; the difference

is due to the electromotive force of the induced electric field.

(Pellinen and Heikkila, 1978a)

Fig. 18 Kinetic energy and che first relativistic invariant for an electron

starting near the 0 line, for a much faster rate of change of the

magnetic field of 2.5 nT/s. Linear acceleration to a point A results

in a large magnetic moment, after which drift and gyrobetatron accelera-

tion can boost the energy by 1 or 2 orders of magnitude. (Pellinen and

Heikkila, 1978a)

Fig. 19a Energy contours for electrons and protons heading toward the earth.

19b The energized electron flux at high latitudes would produce the pure

electron excited aurora in tht westward traveling surge in an auroral

b re. .k-up. A cyclic pattern of precipitation ould result, as is

observed during substorms. (rellinen ar.d Keikkila, 1978a)

Fig. 20 Spatial distribution of equivalent current vectors on the ground

(upper panel), ionospheric electric field vuctors (middle panel) and

auroral structures (lower panel) before, at the start of, and during

the peak development of the auroral activation. The equivalent

current vectors originate where the corresponding magnetic disturbance

was observed; squares and crosses denote negative and positive Z

perturbations, respectively. (Baunijohann et al., 1981)



Fig. 21 Parameters of the model current system and resultant equivalent

currents on the ground for the initial brightening of the aurora at

2119:00 UT: a. height-integrated Hall (square) and Pedersen (cross)

conductivities: b. ionospheric electric fields; c. height-integrated

ionospheric currents; d. upward (square) and downward (gross) directed

field-aligned cuirents: e. equivalent current vectors on the ground

caused by the model field-aligned currents: f. equivalent current

vectors on the ground caused by the total model three-dimensional

current system (squares and crosses denote positive, and negative 2

components). (Baumjohanr» et al.t 1981)

I Fig. 22 Model distributions of ionospheric parameters in the vicinity of a

westward travelling surge: A: Distribution cf field-aligned columns of

positive (cross) and negative (squate) charges. B: Ionospheric electric

fie7.d vectors produced by this charge distribution. C: Ionospheric

height-integrated Pedersen (cross) and Hall (square) conductivities.

D: Height-integrated ionospheric horizontal currents. É: Upward

(square) and downward (cross) field-aligned current densities,

F: Equivalent current pattern as would be detected by ground-based

magnetometers from the field-aligned currents only. G: Same as K,

but for the horizontal currents only. H: Total equivalent current

pattern of the three-dimen/iional current system. (Opäenoorth et al., 1982)

Pig. 23 Comparison of the polarity 6 of the interplanetary magnetic field B

component and the solar wind energy coupling function e

with variations in the worldwide electrojet development and

the ionospheric Jou]e heating rate. (Pelliften et al., 1982)
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Fig. 24 Photometric recordings of the photometer in the region of downward

field-aligned current for the wavelengths 486.1 nm (Ho) and 630.0 nro

(red 0A, with background subtracted, for a representative elevation

angle of 75 N. The original curve for the 63-.0 run lir.e has been

shifted 110 s back in time to correspond to the excitation of the aurora

rather than its emission. The peak in red emission is followed by

enhancement in Hg. (Opgenoorth et al., 1980)

Fig. 25 1SIS-2 photograph of an auroral breakup on 22 December, 1971 and

a schematic drawing produced by Fukunishi {see Fig. 19b) on the

basis of ground-based observations. (Courtesy of C. Anger,

University of Calgary)
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INDUCTIVE ELECTRIC FIELDS IN THE MAGNETOTAIL AND THEIR RELATION TO
AURORAL AND SUESTORM PHENOMENA
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The paper reviews the importance of inductive electric fields in explaining
different magnetosphetric and auroral phenomena during moderately and highly
disturbed conditions, Quiet-time particle energization and temporal development
of the tail structure during the subjtonr- growth phase are explained by the
presence of a iarge-scale electrostatic field directed from dawn to dusk over
the magnetotail. Conservation of the first adiabatic invariant in the neutral
sheet with a small value of the gradient: in the magnetic field implies that the
longitudinal energy increases at each crossing of the neutral sheet. At a
certain moment, this may result in a rapid local growth of the current and in
an instability that triggers the onset. During the growth phase energy is
stored mainly in the magnetic field, since the energy density in the electric
field is negligible compared to that of the magnetic field (ratio 1:10').
An analytical model is described in which the characteristic observations of
a substorm onset are taken into account. One major feature is that the
triggering is confined to a small local time sector. During moderate
disturbances, the induction fields in the magnetotail are stronger by at least
one order of magnitude than the average cross-tail field. Temporal development
of the disturbed area results in X- and 0-fcype neutral lin^s- Particles near
to these neutral lines are energized to over 1 MeV energies within a few
seconds, due to an effective combination of linear and betatron acceleration.
The rotational property of the induction tielu promotes energization in a
restricted area with dimensions equivalent to a few Earth's radii. The model
also predicts the existence o£ highly localized cable-type field-aligned
currents appearing on the eastern and western edges of the expanding auroral
bulge. It is shown that the predictions agree with satellite observations
and with the data obtained from the two-dimensional Instrument networks
operated in Northern Europe during the International Magnetospheric Study
(IMS, 1976-79).

Key words: Aurora, c parameter, Field-aligned currents. Inductive electric
field, Magnetospheric substonn, Particle energization, Substorm current
system, Substonn triggering, X- and 0-typc neutral lines


